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ABSTRACT

Enterprises more than ever are facing severe competition in the global marketplace.
Efficient operation and innovative management of change are essential for the future
survival. Heterogeneous manufacturing and information systems are of serious concern
in improving the current enterprise operation.

The ESPRIT project AMICE developed an Open System Architecture (CIMOSA)
for the manufacturing industry. The main goal of CIMOSA is to support process
oriented modelling of manufacturing enterprises and to provide execution support for
operation of enterprise systems based on those models.

Part of the CIMOSA architecture is the Integrating Infrastructure (lIS), which
consists of several services. The Presentation Services are part of the services of the
lIS, they have to present heterogeneous resources in a homogeneous way to the other
services of the lIS. The Presentation Services consists of three dialogue servers. The
Machine, Application and Human Dialogue Server.

The Machine Dialogue Server controls the execution of operations, called
Functional Operations (FO), on machines. The Machine Dialogue Server is build up of
one FO Manager and several FO Executors. The FO Manager is responsible for
managing the FOs for the machines. The FO Executors are responsible for the
execution of an FO on a resource. Each resource is connected to exactly one FO
Executor.

The FO Executor receives commands from the FO Manager to execute an FO on
the resource. These commands are resource independent. The FO Executor converts
these commands to resource dependent dialogues to execute the FO on the connected
resource. The FO Executor uses an FO-script for this task.

The FO-script contains information about the resource specific dialogue that has to
be performed with the resource to execute an FO. There must be an FO-script for each
FO that has to be executed on the resource. The dialogues to the resources are
resource dependent, so the FO-script to execute an FO on different resources may
differ.

An implementation of both the FO Manager and the FO Executor are made for
demonstration purposes. Also a description of a tool to automatically generate an FO
Executor for a resource is given. The tool uses the knowledge used to develop earlier
FO Executors for building new ones.
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Chapter 1

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

Introduction

Enterprises more than ever are facing severe competition in the global market place.
Efficient operation and innovative management of change are essential for the future
survival. Heterogeneous manufacturing and information systems are of serious concern
in improving the current enterprise operation. Management and control of these
heterogeneous resources causes problems. In addition, trying to meet competition and
to exploit new opportunities enterprise operations have to continuously evolve, thereby
creating new heterogeneities and adding to the problem of the past. Efficiently
managing the evolution in enterprise operation is the major challenge for the
manufacturing industry.

1.2. COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING (CIM)

Manufacturing companies are facing this challenge by introducing concepts like 'Just in
time', 'Continuous Flow', 'Kanban', 'Lean Production', to name but a few. Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is viewed as an all embracing solution to the
manufacturing industry.

Computer Integrated Manufacturing draws upon many of the traditional areas of
manufacturing automation, including CAD, CAM, MRP, etc. It is not the sum or
totality of these components but the linking of them into an interoperating system that
satisfies the enterprise's business strategy and objectives.

In addition, CIM and enterprise integration have to be understood as integration
processes evolving over time, adapting to new technology and continuously leading to
more flexible and more efficient operations, especially in manufacturing enterprises.
Integrating the enterprise also means that many different disciplines are involved in the
design and implemen~ation of a CIM system. Therefore, there is a need for a common
descriptive language to provide unambiguous communication of enterprise design
information between various disciplines. This should however be one which still allows
the different disciplines to express themselves in their natural terminologies through
compatible dialects.

The need for a global industrial information infrastructure enabling inter and intra
enterprise cooperation has become paramount for any enterprise operating in a global
environment. An infrastructure which focuses on operation flexibility and efficiency
and enables consistent information processing by hiding hardware and software
heterogeneity.

1.3. CIM OPEN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The ESPRIT project AMICE developed an Open System Architecture (CIMOSA) for
the manufacturing industry. The main goal of CIMOSA is to support process oriented
modelling of manufacturing enterprises and to provide execution support for operation
of enterprise systems based on those models. Emphasis in CIMOSA, so far, is on
modelling support for business rather than for modelling specialists.



Chapter I Introduction

Enterprise integration has to provide flexibility of enterprise operations and
efficient use of enterprise assets. Therefore, a modular approach to integration is the
most promising one, an approach which models the operation as a set of cooperating
processes exchanging results and requests between partners. This minimal unification
of objects, together with an integrating infrastructure hiding heterogeneity, can cope
with enterprise integration through exchange of objects. The CIMOSA approach
enables integration of both re-engineered and existing systems.

Unlike other approaches CIMOSA allows users to model different parts of the
enterprise and to integrate them later. CIMOSA provides a modular approach for
business modelling identifying three modelling levels (requirement definition, design
specification, and implementation description) and four views as part of an open set
(function, information, resource, and organisation view).

1.3.1. CIMOSA approach

CIMOSA provides a framework for guiding CIM users in enterprise system design and
implementation, and CIM vendors in system component development. It provides a
descriptive, rather than a prescriptive methodology. CIMOSA does not provide a
standard architecture to be used by the whole manufacturing industry, but rather a
Reference Architecture from which Particular Architectures can be derived which fulfil
the needs of the particular enterprises.

The Reference Architecture provides constructs for the structured description of
business requirements and for CIM system design and implementation. CIMOSA
compliant enterprise systems will support organisational and operational flexibility,
extensive use of multi-disciplinary enterprise information (knowledge) and graceful
system integration. Through the business modelling framework a generic modelling
concept is provided which is applicable to enterprises in many industries. A modelling
concept which vastly enhance communication and interoperability via Information
Technology (IT) within an enterprise, as well as between different enterprises. Model
execution in heterogeneous manufacturing and IT environments is supported by
implementation of an integrating infrastructure (liS). [AMI93] For a further discussion
of CIMOSA see chapter 2.

1.3.2. VOICE

After AMICE had specified the CIMOSA framework, the CEC (Commission of the
European Communities) requested validation projects for CIMOSA. From this request
the ESPRIT-project VOICE was started. The VOICE project approached this job as
follows:
• Model three industrial pilots with the CIMOSA modelling framework.
• Develop liS specifications and use, as far as possible, commercially available

products to define and realise an liS which can execute the pilot models in an
industrial environment.

• Execute the models in these environments.
• Use the results of the above mentioned work items for the validation of the

CIMOSA concepts.
The work was divided over two project, VOICE (EP5510) and VOICE II (EP6682).
This report is part of the VOICE II project.
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1.3.3. Presentation Services

Introduction

The Integrating Infrastructure of the CIMOSA model defines several services (chapter
2.). One of these services are the Presentation Services. The Presentation Services
have to present heterogeneous resources (machines, applications and humans) in a
homogeneous way to the other services.

The Presentation Services are also responsible for the execution of Functional
Operations (FO) on the resources. Within CIMOSA, only the homogeneous interface
(to the rest of the services) has been defined and no definition has been given about the
interface to the heterogeneous resources. This report completes the specification of the
Presentation Services.

Since the interfaces to the heterogeneous resources wi1l1argely depend on the used
resources, much effort must be taken to develop them. To decrease the time involved
developing such an interface, the Presentation Services are split into two parts. The
general FO Manager for management of resource use and the resource dependent FO
Executor for the execution of operations on resources.

In this report the FO Manager and FO Executor are further specified. After that, an
other way of decreasing the time involved developing an interface is added. An
automated tool is introduced which generates these FO Executors automatically. For
this, the interface to the heterogeneous resources should be specified in such a way
that the implementation of an FO Executor can be generated by an automated tool.

1.3.4. Resources

When a new concept is introduced much research is done on building bridges between
the new concept and existing concepts. Much effort has been put into building
programs to communicate to machines using MMS-messages. These programs had to
convert the messages of the MMS communication protocol sent over a MAP-network
to a machine specific communication protocol using a machine specific interface.
Today many machines can be directly connected to a MAP-network and be controlled
by MMS commands.

In the future it is expected that FO Executors are imbedded into resources.
Resources will behave like an FO Executor. They can directly be connected to an FO
Manager. Till then, FO Executors must be build in the manufacturing environment.
This is another argument for a rapid development tool for FO Executors to decrease
the time involved building a new FO Executor.

1.4. RELATED RESEARCH

Besides CIMOSA, there are two other important architectures which claim to support
CIM system development [WIL94]. The Purdue model developed at the Purdue
University, West Lafayette, USA; and the GRAI-GIM model, developed at the GRAI
Laboratory of the University of Bordeaux in France. The Purdue architecture is
characterised by its layering of the structure of its life cycle diagram into task phases
covering the full life history of the enterprise involved; and its explicit representation of
the place of the human in the enterprise. The GRAI-CIM model is characterised by its
use of the four cooperating systems (Decision, Information, Operating and Physical);
and by the ORAI-CIM structured approach emphasising the life cycle of the CIM
project. Both models are briefly discussed and comparisons are made with the

3
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CIMOSA-model in [WIL94]. An integrating infrastructure as the CIMOSA
architectural framework has, can not be found in these models.

There also has been done some other research tackling the heterogeneous
resources from the bottom. An example is the work done at the University of Leuven,
Belgium [VaI93]. Control of robots is unified by introducing device drivers. These
device drivers implement a set of functions for the robot that can be used in a high
level programming language. The device drivers can hide the complexity of
programming robots with different formalisms for denotation of robot positions, etc.

1.5. CONTENTS

This report has been written as part of the VOICE II-project, which validates the
CIMOSA architecture. It should however not only be seen as a validation of the
Presentation Service of the CIMOSA-architecture. It can also be used apart from
CIMOSA as a new interface for unifying heterogeneous resources. This report should
not only be used by people interested in CIMOSA and its application. It is useful for all
people dealing with heterogeneous manufacturing environments.

The contents of this report covers the following subjects. Chapter 2 discusses
CIMOSA, the main focus is on the Presentation Services. Chapter 3 goes into more
detail on the FO Manager, part of the Presentation Services. First, the specifications
made so far are discussed; then these are expanded to close open ends. The FO
Executor also part of the Presentation Services is discussed in chapter 4, here also the
specifications made so far are discussed. These are then expanded to form a closed
definition of an FO Executor.

A tool for building the FO Executor automated is discussed in chapter 5. The
report finishes with conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter 2

2. CIMOSA

CIMOSA

This chapter discusses CIMOSA. Readers already familiar with CIMOSA and
especially the Integrating Infrastructure, can skip this chapter or continue reading at
section 2.7. (Summary of this chapter.) This chapter starts with a general description
of the CIMOSA architecture and focuses on the Presentation Services whose
specification we wish to finish.

2.1. THE PURPOSE OF CIMOSA

The purpose of CIMOSA, as mentioned in the Introduction, is to provide an
architecture enabling descriptive modelling of enterprise operation to deal with
heterogeneous manufacturing and information systems. Also an Integrating
Infrastructure is provided to execute the derived models. [AMI94]. The ESPRIT
project AMICE (backward ECIMA: European elM Architecture) developed a CIM
architecture. This architecture is called CIMOSA. the CIM Open System Architecture.
The architecture makes it possible to integrate the automated components of an
enterprise.

2.2. CIMOSA CONCEPTS

CIMOSA consist of two related parts:
• a modelling part where the material flow and information flow of the enterprise is

described,
• an Integrating Infrastructure (lIS) where the models are executed.
The architecture CIMOSA is formally described in AMICE's CIMOSA Formal
Reference Base II [FRB93]. The FRB II is the most important input for the VOICE II
project. The next two sub-sections describe both parts; they are extracted from the
VOICE II Final report [VOI95]

2.2.1. Modelling with CIMOSA

In figure 1, the modelling framework is represented by the CIMOSA cube [VOI95].
The cube offers the ability to model different aspects and views of an enterprise. This
three-dimensional framework has a dimension of generality, a dimension of enterprise
models, and a dimension of views:
• the generality dimension is concerned with the degree of particularisation. It goes

from generic building blocks to their aggregation into a model of a specific
enterprise domain.

• the modelling dimension provides the modelling support for the system life cycle,
starting from statements of requirements to a description of the system
implementation.

• the view dimension offers the possibility to work with sub-models representing
different aspects of the enterprise.

5
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Figure J. The elMOSA modelling framework.

2.2.2. CIMOSA integrating infrastructure

The CIMOSA integrating infrastructure (lIS) enables CIMOSA models to be
executed; it allows the control and monitoring of enterprise operations as described in
the models. Furthermore, it provides a unifying software platform to achieve
integration of heterogeneous hardware and software of the CIM system.

The integrating infrastructure is made of a number of system-wide, generic
services. The Business Services (BS) control the enterprise operations according to the
model. The Information Services (IS) provide for data access, data integration and
data manipulation, and the Presentation Services (PS) act as a standardised interface to
machines, applications and humans. A product that is connected to the Presentation
Services, can be attached or removed without changing any other part of the
information technology environment. Figure 2 displays the integrating infrastructure
and the above-mentioned services. Other services are the Common Services and the
System Management services [VOI95]. For more information about the services, see
[FBR93] and [AMI93].
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2.3. PRESENTATION SERVICES

Both parts of the CIMOSA architecture have been discussed briefly. In this section, the
Presentation Services, part of the generic services of the lIS (figure 2), are discussed.

2.3.1. The purpose of the Presentation Services

According to the FRB II, the Presentation Services have to present the heterogeneous
resources in a homogeneous way to the rest of the lIS. Figure 2 shows the position of
the Presentation Service in the lIS. Activity Control CAC) and Resource Management

7
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(RM)I use the Presentation Services to execute Functional Operations on the
resources. A Functional Operation (FO) is the smallest unit of data or material
processing activity for which resources can be allocated and the execution can be
decided in a useful manner [FRB93]. The Presentation Services provide Activity
Control with a uniform interface toward the resources. In CIMOSA, a resource
capable of executing a Functional Operation is called a Functional Entity. Three types
of Functional Entities are distinguished: Machine Functional Entity, Application
Functional Entity, and Human Functional Entity.

The Presentation Services consist of three kinds of services based on the three
types of Functional Entities:
• Machine Dialogue Service (MD)

which controls the execution of Functional Operations that are executed by
Machine Functional Entities (such as NC-machines, robots, etc.).

• Application Dialogue Service (AD)
which controls the execution of Functional Operations that are executed by
Application Functional Entities (such as CAx-applications, MRP-applications, etc.)

• Human Dialogue Service (HD)
which controls the execution of Functional Operations that are executed by Human
Functional Entities (human operators).

2.3.2. Service Objects

The Dialogue Services presents the functionality of a resource as easy-to-use abstract
Functional Operation-Service Objects (FO-SOs). Each of these FO-SOs is specified by
a functional behaviour, i.e. each FO-SO represents and hides the complexity of a
Functional Operation.

e.g.: one FO-SO of a robot could be Move(x, y. z) to move the arm of the robot. If the
robot can be controlled over a serial line using the LSVI2 protocol, the FO-SO is
responsible for sending the correct LSV12 messages. The client using the Dialogue
Service (i.e. Activity Control) only has to specify the FO and the arguments, and
start the execution of it.

The interface to a FO-SO is specified according to FRB II and consists of basic
functionality like Create, Initialise and Execute. This interface is the same for all kinds
of FO-SOs. If a resource, or part of it changes, then only the internal behaviour of the
FO-SO has to be changed, leaving the semantics of the FO-SO (Le. what it is supposed
to do when executed) and the interface to it unchanged.

e.g.: If the resource from the example above must now be controlled over a MAP
network using the MMS-protocol, the Move(x, y, z) FO can still be executed in the
same way. The internal behaviour of the FO-SO, which messages must be sent and
how should this be done, change however. The arm of the robot however, should
move in the same way as before.

2.4. THE MACHINE DIALOGUE SERVER

The Presentation Service (PS) is discussed generally in the previous section. This
section goes into more detail on one service of the PS, the Machine Dialogue Server.
The Machine Dialogue Server controls the execution of Functional Operations that are
executed by Machine Functional Entities.

1 Both Activity Control and Resource Management are part of the Business Services. These services are not discussed in this
report. For further information [Sui93) and [FRB93] are recommended.
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2.4.1. Architectural Model and Functionality

CIMOSA

There is only one Machine Dialogue Server in the ClM-system, that has to handle all
Machine Functional Entities. A Dialogue Server connects the rest of the IIS to one or
more Functional Entities (resources). One Functional Entity is connected to only one
of the three Dialogue Servers. We can distinguish two tasks for the Machine Dialogue
Server:
• Management of the FO-SOs (Functional Operation-Service Objects).
• The execution of an FO on a Functional Entity.
The tasks are performed by one FO Manager for the management of all FO-SOs, and
an Fa Executor for each resource (Functional Entity) responsible for the execution of
FOs on the resource.

Rest of Resource
the liS FO Executor

~ Resource 1FO Manager

FO Executor Resource

dialogues intended
to execute FO

Figure 3 Architectural Model and interface of the Dialogue Server

The reason to split the tasks of the Dialogue Server in this way is that we distinguish
between the concern for the actual execution of FOs and the concern for the
management of FO-SOs. Development of each part is simplified this way.

The interface of the Dialogue Server is called the Dialogue Server - Application
Program Interface (DS-API). Through the DS-APl, the DS Clients (Activity Control
and Resource Management) are able to use the services provided by the Dialogue
Server.

2.4.1.1. The Dialogue Server Services

The Dialogue Server needs to provide the following services, that are discussed in
[Sui93]:

• Set Up Services:
Create_FO-SO, Delete_FO-SO, Initialise_FO-SO

• Operation Control Services:
Execute_FO, Stop_Fa, Resume_Fa, AborcFO, Terminate_FO

• Resource Management Services:
Assign_resource, Relinquish_Resource

9
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• Status Monitoring Services:
Query_FO_Status

CIMOSA

The above list does not cover all services described in the FRB II. Unsolicited status
reports from the FO Executor (resource) to the FO Manager and/or Business Services
is not provided by the above set of services. An other short corning is the lack of
monitoring a resource while an FO is executed. Only one FO Executor is connected to
the resource. So if the FO Executor is executing an FO on the resource it is impossible
to monitor the resource by using another FO. The only service available is the
Query_FO_Status-service, which only returns the status of the FO as known by the FO
Manager. Enhancements to this set of services are discussed in chapter 3.

2.4.1.2. FOManager

The FO Manager is responsible for managing the FO-SOs (Functional Operation
Service Objects). It is not necessary to have a list of FO-SOs in the FO Manager for all
FOs that can be executed on each connected resource. There can be a lot of FOs for a
resource but only one FO can be executed at the same time on one resource [FRB93].
Furthermore not all resources have to execute FOs all the time. Therefore, FO-SOs are
created and deleted dynamically by the FO Manager on request of Activity Control
(Ae), which is one of the Business Services. The behaviour of an FO-SO is specified
by the State Transition Diagram found in FRB 2. The states and the diagram are
discussed in chapter 3.

The FO Manager is connected to the Business Service and to the resources (via an
FO Executor). Its function is therefore twofold:
• Management of FO-SOs.

This concerns the creation and deletion of FO-SOs, updating the attributes, and
assigning resources (FEs) to FO-SOs. Management of the FO-SOs is performed
when one of the Dialogue Services is requested.

• Management of FO execution.
This concerns the activation of the correct FO Executors to execute FOs. The FO
Executor is activated when the DS client has requested one of the Operation
Control Services (see list of dialogue services above).

2.4.1.3. FO Executor

An FO Executor is responsible for the actual execution of an FO by a Functional Entity
(resource). The execution of an FO is requested by the FO Manager. It results in a
resource dependent dialogue with the resource.
The functions of the FO Executor are split into two parts:
• Device-specific control knowledge needed for the execution.

This part knows how the FO is executed on the resource. This knowledge is stored
in a script, that can be changed independent of the FO Executor.

• The generic control mechanism.
This part knows how the FO is executed in the FO Executor. It handles the script
independent of its contents.

The main advantages of this design are:

10



Chapter 2 CIMOSA

• Because of the (external) script, there is no need for recompilation of the FO
Executor source code when changes are made to the implementation of FOs, or
when new FOs are added.

• It enlarges the portability of FOs. Implementation of FOs can easily be transformed
to other CIMOSA systems.

E.g.: If a factory uses the same type of robot in two places (robot A and robot B),
then not only can the same FO Executor be used by both robots, but if robot A fails
then robot B can be put at the location of robot A and use its FO-scripts to perform
the same task as robot A did, without changing the FO-scripts. Also if the same FO
must be performed by the same type of resources in different places, they can both
use the same FO-script.

FO Manager

~

I,~~~';P~ %FO Executor

:--
/

X
Resource

Figure 4 The FO Executor uses the FO-script to execute an FO.

There will be an FO-script for each FO to be executed. It contains information about
how the FO must be executed on the resource. The generic control mechanism is
generic in the way that it is not dependent of the FO to be executed. No assumptions
have been made about the independency on the resource! The specification of the FO
Executor made so far has many open ends. In chapter 4 a thorough specification is
defined.

2.5. OTHER DIALOGUE SERVERS

The Application Dialogue Server and Human Dialogue Server are not discussed in this
report. In [Sui93] both servers are discussed shortly. For the Application Dialogue
Server, commercial products that use concepts like RPC are proposed. For the Human
Dialogue Server Graphical User Interfaces like X-Windows are proposed. In this
report the main focus is directed on the Machine Dialogue Server but this does not
mean that the concepts used here can not be used for the other Dialogue Servers.

2.6. COMMON SERVICES

The Common Services provide services that support the model executing services. One
of the services is the Communication Service. The Communication Service is used to
communicate between the components of the liS. The Dialogue Services therefore
also have to use the Communication Service.
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2.6.1. Communication Service

CIMOSA

By using the Communication Service, lIS-components can be distributed over the
communication network. However, care must be taken not to distribute the
components too much. A careful decision must be made based on the size of a
program and the performance of the network. Making one program of the Machine
Dialogue Server, means the incorporation of the FO Manager and all FO Executors
into one program. This however means that the Machine Dialogue Server has to be
recompiled if a new resource is connected to the system or if one changes. It also
makes the a dialogue server implementation very huge. Splitting the FO Manager and
the FO Executor into separate programs that have to communicate via the
Communication Service solves the problems.

Rest of liS

AC

Communication Service

Figure 5 Use of the Communication Service.

For the Communication Service some Application Programming Interfaces (APls)
have been defined [Sui93]. One of them is for the communication between the DS
Clients and the Dialogue Server (FO Manager), the DS-API. Another has been defined
for the communication between the FO Executor and the FO Manager, the FX-API.
Both APIs are a part of the SE-API (System wide Exchange-API), which comprises all
APIs used within the IIS.

2.7. SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

In this chapter CIMOSA is briefly discussed. The interest focused on the Machine
Dialogue Server which can be divided into an FO Manager and several FO Executors.
When the services of the Dialogue Server were reviewed, two services where lacking.
It is for the FO Executor (resource) not possible to generate unsolicited status reports
for the Business Services with the given services. Also, monitoring of a resource while
an FO is executed is impossible. New services must be added to allow both unsolicited
status reports and monitoring.

This chapter also shows that the FO Manager is independent of the connected
resources. The FO Executor is responsible for the control of the resources. Each
resource is handled by exactly one FO Executor. An FO Executor can be divided in
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Chapter 2 CIMOSA

two parts: device-specific control knowledge needed for the execution and the generic
control mechanism. The device specific control knowledge is stored in a script (called
the FO-script), therefore, no recompilation of the FO Executor is needed when the FO
changes.

The next chapter concentrates on the design of the FO Manager. After this, we
focus on the design of the FO Executor.
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Chapter 3 The FO Manager

3. THE FO MANAGER

This chapter gives a more detailed specification of the Fa Manager as it has been
discussed in a previous study [Sui93]. This work is also evaluated and the open ends in
the FO Manager specification are discussed and, when possible, closed. This
specification is used to implement an instance of the FO Manager which is discussed
before the summary of this chapter is given.

3.1. THE TASKS OF THE FO MANAGER

Recalling from chapter 2, the tasks of the FO Manager are:
• Management of FO-SOs.
• Management of FO execution.

For these tasks, the FO Manager should contain:
• List of FO-SOs

The list of FO-SOs contains all outstanding FO-SOs, including all FO-SO
attributes. The list of FO-SOs is constructed at run-time. As discussed earlier, FO
SOs are created and deleted at run-time on request of the Business Services.

• List of Resources
The FO Manager also needs to know which resources (or FO Executors) are
connected to it. The FO Manager must be able to check whether a certain resource
is present, whether it is free or assigned, etc. For this, the FO Manager contains a
list of Resources, which is also constructed at run-time.

• FO-SO State Transition Diagram
The FO-SO State Transition Diagram contains the states a FO-SO can be in, and
the transitions that are possible from each state. Each transition is specified by an
event that has to occur, a condition that has to be satisfied, and by an action that
has to be taken during the transition. The State Transition Diagram also specifies
the initial state of new FO-SOs, and the transition that lead to termination of the
FO-SOs. The State Transition Diagram will be given in figure 6 section 3.1.4.

3.1.1. Services provided by the FO Manager.

Create a Service Object for an FO occurrence,
Delete a Service Object belonging to an FO occurrence,
Set-up the Resource to allow execution of the FO
occurrence.

Operation Control Services:
Execute_FO Commence the execution of the FO occurrence,
Stop_FO Suspend the execution of an FO occurrence in a state from

which it can be resumed,
Resume the previously suspended execution of an FO

•

The services to be provided by the Dialogue Server to the Business Services are all
handled by the FO Manager. The services are divided into four groups:
• Set Up Services:

Create_FO-SO
Delete_FO-SO
Initialise_FO-SO

occurrence,
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Abort_FO Abruptly abort the execution of an FO occurrence,
Terminate_FO Orderly terminate the execution of an FO occurrence In a

state defined by certain termination conditions.
• Resource Management Services:

Assign_resource Assign the Resource that is going to execute the FO
occurrence to that FO occurrence,

Relinquish_Resource Relinquish a Resource from an FO occurrence.
• Status Monitoring Services:

Query_FO_Status Return the current status of an FO occurrence.

As indicated in a previous chapter, we miss two services; one for generating
unsolicited status reports for the Business Services, and one for monitoring the
resource while an FO is executed. These will be discussed in 3.2.3.

3.1.2. The List of FO-SOs

The list of FO-SOs contains all outstanding FO-SOs. Each FO-SO represents one FO
occurrence in the IIS. A FO-SO has the following structure [Sui93]:

Object:
Identification

SO_id
Fa_Name

Status
References

LisCoCFO_Arguments
Assigned_Resource

Constraints
Access_ControLlnformation
etc.

End Object

SO_id
This attribute uniquely identifies each FO-SO at system level.

FO_Name
From the IIS point of view, an FO is a command issued to a Resource. The FO_Name
attribute is the name of this command.

Status
This attribute is determined by the current state of the FO-SO. The state transition
diagram containing all states and their possible transitions is discussed in section 3.1.4.

Liscof_FO_Arguments
A list with values for the arguments (parameters) of the FO.

Assigned_Resource
The identifier of the Resource corresponding to the Resource assigned to the FO-SO.
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3.1.3. The List of Resources

The FO Manager

The Fa Manager must know which resources it is responsible for, in order to give a
correct error report when the DS client wants to use an unknown resource. For this,
the Fa Manager contains a list of resources. A resource is not connected directly to
the FO Manager, an FO Executor is placed between every resource and the Fa
Manager. The Resource object has the following structure:

Object
Resource_id
Status

End Object

Resource_id
This attribute uniquely identifies Resources system wide. The FO Manager uses this
attribute to address the corresponding FO Executor, which has the same identifier. The
value for this attribute is assigned at run-time, when the FO Executor identifies itself to
the Fa Manager.

Status
The Status attribute indicates the Resource is assigned to an FO occurrence, whether it
is free, or whether it is down. The Fa Manager updates this value when one of the
Resource Management services is performed.

3.1.4. The FO-SO State Transition Diagram

In this section the state transition diagram for FO-SOs, as mentioned before, is
discussed. All transactions take place on receipt of a Service invocation (indication or
response) from either the DS client, or the FO Executor. Any unexpected or incorrect
Service invocation will be replied with a response containing an error-code. In this case
no transition will occur.

The state transitions are so-called event[condition]/action transactions: the
transition will take place when event occurs, and condition yields true. During the
transaction, action is performed.

Below follows the diagram and a list of the states contained in the transition
diagram (figure 6). For more information about the diagram, see [Sui93].
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figure 6 The State Transition Diagram for FO-SOs.

Inactive This is the initial state for a new Service Object.
Resource_Assigned A Resource has been assigned to the FO-SO.
Initializing The Resource is being initialised.
Ready The Resource is ready for execution.
Executing The Resource is executing an FO.
Executed The FO has been executed. This is an end-state.
Tenninating The execution of the current FO is being terminated.
Terminated The execution of the FO is terminated. This is an end-state.
Stopping The execution of the current FO is being stopped.
Stopped The execution of the current FO has stopped in a state from which

it can be resumed.
Aborted The execution of the current FO has abruptly been stopped.

An end-state indicates that the resource is in a state from which the Business Services
can either re-assign a resource to the FO-SO, and re-execute it, or delete the FO-SO.
Re-executing is only possible if the resource is reusable.
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3.1.5. The FO Manager Protocol

The FO Manager

The FO Manager has a dual character. It acts as a server for the DS clients, and as a
client for the FO Executor. As such, the FO Manager must be able to handle
indications and return responses, and be able to issue requests and handle
confirmations. The protocol of the FO Manager is described below. A flow-diagram of
it can be found in figure 7.

1. Activation
Start-up, and make itself known as FO Manager.
GOT02.

2. Handle incoming event
IF event = Resource Notification THEN GOTO 3
IF event =Indication THEN GOTO 4
IF event = Confirmation THEN GOTO 5

3. Resource or DS client Notification
A new FO Executor has been started (or stopped). Add (or delete) the
corresponding Resource to (from) the List of Resources.
GOT02

4. Indication
A DS client requested a service. Execute the service according to the (previously
defined) FO-SO state transition diagram.
GOT02

5. Confirmation
An FO Executor issued a response on a previously requested FO Executor service.
Handle according to the FO-SO state transition diagram.
GOT02

1. Start-up

4. Indication 5. Confirmation

Figure 7 FO Manager flow diagram
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3.2. EvALVAnON AND OPEN ENDS OF THE SPECIFICATION

The FO Manager

In the VOICE-report [Sui93] a good specification for the FO Manager's design is
given. The report however, indicates some open ends in the specification of the FO
Manager. While evaluating the FO Manager in this report, some extra open ends were
found. The open ends will be discussed and are closed when possible.

3.2.1. Open ends

The main work remaining in the specification of the FO Manager is to make it more
robust i.e.:
• Define a scenario for the case a resource goes down during FO execution.

If a resource goes down during FO execution, part of the FO may already be
completed. It may be possible that a resource is able to continue at the point where
it went down, and resume the FO execution. The state of a FO-SO that is currently
being 'executed' by a down resource has to be defined, etc.

• Define a scenario for the case a DS client with outstanding FO-SOs goes down.
For these FO-SOs it has to be decided whether they should be deleted or not. If so,
the resources should be relinquished, so the Resource Management instance that is
responsible for these resources, should be notified. It should further be decided
what happens to an FO that is under execution at a resource at the moment the
'owning' DS client goes down, and to whom the FO execution results should be
sent.

Also some services have to be specified:
• Specify a service for the case the FO Executor (resource) generates an unsolicited

status report for the Business Services. Also a specification for the DS-API must
be made for this service.

• Specify a service for the case that the resource must be monitored while an FO is
being executed on it. Normally monitoring of resources is only possible using a
separate FO. Also a specification for the DS-API must be made for this service.

3.2.2. Robustness

Two points are indicated where the robustness of the FO Manager should be
improved. Both are discussed in the following sub-sections.

3.2.2.1. The resource goes down

If a resource goes down during FO execution, part of the FO may already be
completed. It may be possible that a resource is able to continue at the point where it
went down previously, and resume the FO execution.

The FO Manager has two ways to detect that the resource is down : the FO
Executor sent an error message indicating that the resource is down; or the FO
Manager indicates that no communication with the FO Executor is possible. In the last
case where the FO Executor is unreachable, the resource can be running, but for the
FO Manager it is down.

The FO Manager can not by itself decide whether a resource can continue or not
after it has been down. The resource or its FO Executor should decide this. The FO
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Manager needs to know the status of the resource after it is active again. We define a
scenario in which a resource (FO Executor) should sent a status report indicating its
status, after it has connected itself to the FO Manager. This status can be:
READY The resource is ready for executing an FO. No previously aborted

FO can be restarted.
RESTARTABLE The resource has discovered that it has been down and is

restartable. Requesting the Resume-service continues the last
operation. Requesting the Abort-service will abort the execution of
the FO.

ERROR A serious error has occurred that can not be solved by the FO
Executor.

We also have to define a scenario for reporting the error to the OS-client that
requested the service. There are some ways to report the error:
NOT The error is not reported, until the resource is active again and

reports an ERROR state. The FO Manager tries to restart the FO if
the resource becomes active.

ALWAYS The error is always reported, the OS-client is responsible for
restarting the FO.

TIME-OUT The error is reported after a specified period. If the resource
becomes active within this period the FO Manager doesn't report
the error..

The way the error should be reported is dependent of the FO. So, in the description of
the FO the method to handle the error should be stored.

The state of a FO-SO that is currently being 'executed' by a down resource has to
be defined. A new state is added to indicate this state of the resourcelFO Executor. A
variable is added to the FO-SO object which contains the state of the resource before it
went down. This state can be used if the resource comes up again. An other variable is
added to store the method that is used to report a down state to the OS-client. See
Appendix A for a new definition of the FO-SO object and the states.

3.2.2.2. A DS-c1ient goes down

For the FO-SOs that were created by the client that went down it has to be decided
whether they should be deleted or not. If so, the resources should be relinquished, so
the Resource Management instance responsible for these resources should be notified.
It should further be decided what happens to an FO that is under execution at a
resource at the moment the 'owning' OS client goes down, and to whom the FO
execution results should be sent.

The steps that should be taken for a FO-SO are dependent on the state the FO-SO
is in. The most critical states are Executing, Stopping, Terminating, Initializing, Ready
and Stopped. If the FO-SO is in another state the resource does not execute anything
and is not ready to execute anything. Some states are more critical than others; it
depends mainly on the FO being executed. Since it is so FO-dependent, the best
solution is to decide in the FO-script what action must be taken. The FO-script should
bring the resource into a safe state.

There is however no way, regarding the currently defined services, we can tell
Resource Management that a resource should be released. We could use the new
service (defined in the next sub-section) which allows unsolicited reports from the
Dialogue Server to one of its clients. A message for all FO-SOs with allocated
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resources from the client that is down could be sent to Resource Management. It is the
task of Resource Management to check the status of the FO-SO, get them into an end
state (if desired) and relinquish the resource from the FO-SO. The FO-SO is left in the
system, for when the client eventually comes up again, it can test the state of the FO
SOs that where active when it went down. The client also has to know which FO-SOs
are active; for this the unsolicited status report could be used. If the FO Manager
receives the notification that a client has connected again it sends an unsolicited status
report for all FO-SOs created by that client that are still active/present.

Below a summary of the tasks the FO Manager, the FO Executor and the client
have to perfonn when a client goes down, and eventually comes up again:
When the client of the DS goes down:

FO Manager The FO Manager must signal all resourceslFO Executors which
have open FO-SO belonging to the client that goes down.

FO Executor The FO Executor receives a message that the client controlling
the execution of an FO on the resource has gone down.
Appropriate actions as specified in the FO-script must be
perfonned.

When the client comes up again:
FO Manager The FO Manager sends a list of FO-SOs that have been created

by the client to that client.
FO Executor The FO Executor has been put in a save state when the client

went down. It just waits for further instructions of the FO
Manager.

The client itself The client receives the list of FO-SOs that have been created by
it. The internal list of the client can be updated with this
infonnation. Queries can be perfonned to check the exact state
of all FO-SOs and FO Executors.

Again there are two ways to detect that a client has gone down. The client signals that
it is going down, or the FO Manager detects that the client does not respond anymore.
If the client receives a list of FO-SOs it should use this list to verify the state of these
FO-SOs.

3.2.3. Services

As indicated two extra services are needed to finish the functionality of the Dialogue
server. Below all services are listed to get a complete overview of the services which
have to be provided by the Dialogue Server:

• Set Up Services:
Create_FO-SO, Delete_FO-SO, Initialise_FO-SO

• Operation Control Services:
Execute_Fa, Stop_FO, Resume_FO, Abort_FO, Tenninate_FO

• Resource Management Services:
Assign_resource, Relinquish_Resource

• Status Monitoring Services:
Query_FO_Status, FO_Report

• Resource Monitoring Services:
MonitocFO
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In the FRB II it is mentioned that the Presentation Services can send unsolicited status
reports to the Business Services. However, this service is not further specified in the
FRB II. The service will be called FO_Report. In the previous sub-section a few
scenarios are introduced for making the FO Manager more robust. This service is used
for several purposes by these scenarios.

The other service is added because no monitoring of a resource is possible while an
FO is executed. Ways to overcome this is to split the execution of one FO into more
smaller FOs and insert monitor-FOs to do the monitoring. Another way would be to
use the above defined unsolicited status report service. Both ways are however not
flexible. Splitting an FO must be done in the modelling stage, so if other information of
the resource has to be monitored, the model should be changed. If one uses the
unsolicited status report-service, these have to be added in the script describing the
behaviour of the FO.

Adding a new monitor service is a way to add flexible monitoring of resources. The
information needed to monitor the resourcelFO can be added to the script as a separate
part. The service is called MonitocFO.

At IPK, a VOICE-partner responsible for the Communication Services, both
services are added to the SE-API.

3.2.3.1. Type of unsolicited reports

When discussing the robustness of the FO Manager the unsolicited report service has
been used for several purposes. Each unsolicited report should contain a type
indication, specifying what the contents of the report means. We have already used
several types, below follows a list of unsolicited report types:

type function

RD Resource down
CD Client down
FL FO-SO list

3.3. IMPLEMENTING AN FO MANAGER

In the previous sections we summarised the specification of the FO Manager and
added some new enhancements to it. With this specification an implementation of the
FO Manager is made. The FO Manager is implemented for demonstration purposes.
The language C++ is used. The rest of this section discusses some implementation
Issues.

3.3.1. Communication Platform

The Communication Platform, made by VOICE-partner IPK, will be used as the
Communication Service of the lIS within the VOICE-project [Sui93]. For using it in
an easy fashion a C++-class is defined for using the Communication Platform. If a
program wants to use the Communication Platform it should derive a new class from
the Communication Platform class. The Communication Platform of IPK is designed
conform the OSI reference model.
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Building a class for the Communication Platform also makes it easier to use
another implementation of the Communication Service without having to change the
code of the FO Manager. In Appendix B 1 the header file defining the
CommunicationPlatform class can be found. The main function of the class is the
ProcessO function. It can be called to process all service-, associate-, conclude and
abort- indications and confirmations. For this seven virtual function members are
defined in the class definition. The abort-service has no confirmation primitive.

Two versions of the Request-function and three versions of the Response-function
have been defined to request and respond to services. The Activate-function must be
used as the first functions to connect to the network. Before this function is called no
other functions can be used. The Deactivate-function is used to disconnect from the
network. After that a logical connection must be made with a client or server using the
Associate-functions. If the logical connection must be broken, the Conclude-functions
can be used. An extra function, Errorlnfo, is added to convert the error number, which
the other functions return, to a textual description of the error.

3.3.2. Objects and Lists

The FO Manager needs to know three types of objects as we have seen in section 3.1:
FO-SO, resource and client. The three classes, which describe the objects, are all
derived from one basic class bringing the similarities of the three objects together.
There is also one base list-object defined, from which lists for FO-SO en resources
objects are derived. Although the FRB II only defines two clients for the FO Manager
(AC en RM), a list is used to hold the clients. This unifies the design of the different
classes (Appendix C 1).

3.3.3. State Transition Diagram

The state transition diagram (fig 6.), which describes when a state transition will take
place and what action must be taken, is implemented in several parts. Each type of
request that arrives starts a separate part of the program. A test is made that checks
whether the state-transition that is caused by the request is allowed or not. If the
transition is allowed, the action defined in the state transition diagram is executed. If it
is not allowed a negative response is sent to the client.

3.3.4. The FO Manager Protocol

The FO Manager protocol can very easily be implemented using the Communication
Platform class. After the Start-up part has been done (see also figure 7) the
Communication Platform should be activated. The class automatically detects if an
indication or confirmation has arrived. Also the notification of new resources can be
detected automatically. For each of the three functions a (virtual) member functions of
the Communication Platform class is instructed to perform the correct actions.

3.3.5. Source-code

The source-code for the FO Manager is added as Appendix C5. The generic
Communication Platform class source-code is in Appendix B2. The scenarios that
make the FO Manager more robust are not implemented in this test FO Manager.
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3.4. SUMMARY

The FO Manager

In this section the specification of the FO Manager has been extended in such way that
an implementation can be made. This included the extension of the set of Dialogue
Services with two extra services.
FO_Report: To send an unsolicited status report from the resource to the DS

clients.
MonitocFO: To monitor the resource while an FO is executed.

The robustness of the FO Manager could also be increased by specifying scenarios
for when the resource goes down and when the client goes down.

After the specification an implementation has been made. A requirement was that
the Presentation Services were to be implemented using standards methods, techniques
and products as much as possible [Sui93]. Although no commercially available
products can be used as a FO Manager, a standardised language is used to implement
the FO Manager. Much care has been taken that the FO Manager uses the FO_SO
State Transition Diagram very strictly, so that no error can be introduced this way.
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4. THE FO EXECUTOR

The FO Executor

This chapter derives a specification of the Fa Executor. The Fa Executor is connected
to the Fa Manager at one side and a resource at the other side. The interfaces on both
sides and the internal behaviour are discussed in this chapter. Only the interface on the
Fa Manager side has been (partially) specified so far. First, the current specification of
the interface to the Fa Manager is discussed. After this, gaps in the specification are
discussed and closed.

The interface to the resource is then described and a specification is given. After
the interfaces on both sides are discussed, the interior of the Fa Executor is specified.
With this specification an implementation of an Fa Executor is made. This chapter is
closed with a summary.

4.1. THE INTERFACE TO THE FO MANAGER

The FRB II has defined the services which the Fa Executor offers to the Fa Manager.
This section first discusses the services and then indicate the open ends in the
specification of these services. The open ends are used to extend the defined set of
services with some extra services that have not been defined in the FRB II. This
section is ended with the definition of the syntax of the new services.

4.1.1. Services of the FO Executor

The FRB II specifies the services of the Fa Executor. The following services should be
provided by the Fa Executor:

FX_Setup The resource must be setup (initialised) to execute the given Fa with
the given arguments. This service will be replied by the Fa Executor to
indicate the success or failure of the service.

FX_Execute The resource should start to execute an Fa. If the execution has
finished the result of the execution is reported back to the calling client.

FX_Stop The execution of the Fa must be stopped if possible. This service will
return a report to indicate if the stopping failed or succeeded.

FX_Resume If the execution of the Fa has previously been stopped it should resume
now. This service will return a report to indicate if the execution was
successfully resumed or not.

FX_Terminate Stop the execution of the Fa as soon as possible. This function will
return a report about the result that has been achieved so far.

FX_Abort Stop the execution of the Fa immediately. This function returns a
report if the service has been completed.

In appendix D and [Sui93] a more detailed description of the services can be found.
The Fa-SO State Transition Diagram (Chapter 2) defines when, and which service
should be used by the FO Manager.
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4.1.2. Open ends to the Service definition

The FO Executor

In the previous sub-section we discus the services of the FO Executor that have
already been defined. However, there are some open ends on that definition which are
discussed here.

4.1.2.1. New services.

We indicated, when the FO Manager was discussed, that we need some more services
to make optimal use of the FO Executor. The missing services are already indicated
where the FO Manager's open ends are discussed in chapter 3.

Monitoring of a resource should normally be performed by an FO. This however
makes it impossible to perform monitoring on a resource while an FO is executed on it.
The solution which is chosen, while defining the FO Manager, is to add an extra
service which should be provided by the FO Manager to its clients. For the FO
Executor also an extra service must be defined, called FX_Monitor. The information
needed for monitoring should be in the FO-script. This monitoring part of the FO
script will be used if the FO Manager requests the FX_Monitor-service from the FO
Executor.

The other service which is not provided is a way to return an unsolicited service
report. Since the resource, and thus the FO Executor, generates this report, the service
should be provided by the FO Manager. The service is called Report_FX. This service
can be called any time; the state of the FO Executor is not important.

The syntax of both services is further discussed in one of the next sub-sections,
where the definition of the syntax of the services is completed.

4.1.2.2. FO Executor State Transition Diagram

For the FO Manager, states and a FO-SO State Transition Diagram have been defined.
This diagram defines under which conditions the state of the FO Manager can change
to an other state. If we allow the FO Executor only to be connected to a properly
working FO Manager, we know exactly which message we can receive at each
moment. This however can never be guaranteed. Therefore, we have to define states
and a state transition diagram for the FO Executor.

Since we design an FO Executor that has to work with the FO Manager, we can
copy the state transition diagram as defined for the FO-SOs. Some states, like the
Resource_Assigned-state never exist. Figure 8 below shows the State Transition
Diagram for the FO Executor. The initial state is the Inactive-state. The FX_Monitor
and ReporcFX service which, can be called in all states, are not included to keep the
figure simple. If the resource is unreachable or in an error condition a special state is
entered. This state is also not shown in the figure.
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Figure 8 FO Executor State Transition Diagram.

Some translttons have no events that must occur. These transactions take place
automatically. In the diagram the actions that have to be taken when an event/service
request is received are specified. The actions that have to be taken are resource
dependent and are therefore specified in a general way in the diagram.

4.1.3. The syntax of the services

The syntax of the new services is defined in the same way as the syntax of the other
services are defined in the FRB II.

Function: Monitor FO Executor
Monitor the FO Executor/resource during execution of an FO

Function: FX_Monitor
Parameter Names Code Value

Request
Arguments (M) {x:ListOfArgs}

Response
Positive

Output
Negative

Errocid

(S)

(S)

{x:ListOfResult}

{x:ERROR_IDENTIFIER}

End Function
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Function: Report from Fa Executor/resource
Unsolicited status report from the FO Executor / resource

The FO Executor

Function: Report_FX
Parameter Names
Request

Arguments

End Function

Code

(M)

Value

{x:ListOfArgs}

The Report_FX service is an unconfirmed service, no response will be given.

4.2. THE INTERFACE TO THE RESOURCE

A description of the interface between the FO Executor and the FO Manager is given
in the previous section. Still the interface between the FO Executor and the resource
has to be described. This section discusses this interface. We want a uniform interface
to heterogeneous resources/machines. First a view on the resources is presented. From
this view an architecture for the resources which can be used for the definition of the
interface with the FO Executor is derived.

4.2.1. A View on Resources

We want a view on a resource which presents the important issues for developing an
Fa Executor. The part of the resource that is of interest from the Fa Executor's side is
the communication definition. The communication definition tells how and what is
communicated between the resource and a controlling program. The communication
defined by the resource can be very diverse. Some resources must be controlled with
digital va lines that have to be connected to ground or to the supply voltage. Other
resources communicate over a MAP-network and MMS-messages must be used to
control it.

4.2.1.1. The OSI reference model

Although the manufacturers of resources not always follow the OSI reference model
we will try to map the communication of resources to this model. In the OSI model
services and protocols are defined. A service is a set of primitives (operations) that are
delivered from one layer to the layer above. A service defines which operation the layer
can perform for its users.

A protocol is a set of rules which defines the format and meaning of messages
exchanged between the same layers in different nodes. Figure 9 shows both service and
protocol in the OSI model.
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Protocol
Layern+1 Layern+1 Layer n+1

Service Service
Layer n to Layer n+1 Layer n to Lay

Protocol
Layern Layer n Layern

Figure 9 OS! protocol and service.

er n+1

Services can be used with service-primitives which can be divided into four groups:
Request To request a service, to layer n-l
Indication A service is requested, from layer n+ 1
Response To respond to a request, to layer n+ 1
Confinn A request is responded, by layer n-l

If we map the communication of resources on the OSI reference model we have
standardised part of the interface between the resource and the Fa Executor. This
interface defines that the service-primitives as defined in the OSI model should be
used. The protocol however (what services can be requested) is resource dependent.
We have created a new sub-layer around each resource. This virtual resource is created
to make the interface to resources unifonn.

1 - - - - - - Virtual Resource
',Request .

• - - - • - __ ._ .4 ..

Rest of the ' Indication Physical.. .- .- -- .- .- ..
FO Executor ' Response' Resource

'.- .- .- .- .- .- ..'
, Confirm
'1-

_Resource dependent Proto_col:
Figure 10 The virtual resource.

The main reason for a standardised interface is the Fa Executor building tool which
we want to develop. Making unifonn interfaces simplifies the automated generation of
FO Executors for different resources. All functions of the resource (request, response,
etc.) can be called in the same way, only the arguments differ.

4.2.1.2. Our view

The virtual resource is defined confonn the OSI reference model. During
communication we have three stages:
CONNECT To establish a logical link with the resource.
DATA To exchange infonnation with the resource.
DISCONNECT To release the logical link.

In all stages the service-primitives as defined in the OSI model must be used.
As already mentioned, most resources do not follow the OSI reference model. This

does not mean that only resources following the reference model can be used. The high
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level view on the virtual resource, is created by the FO Executor. This means that in
the layer-7 of the OSI-rnodel we create a sub-layer in the FO-Executor. This sub-layer
does not necessarily have a peer layer in the resource. Figure II below explains it.

FO Executor

VirtualResource B
Sub-Jayer- - - - A
Resource

Layer 7

Resource
r.,

Layer 6

LayerS

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1
Figure JJ The 7 layers of the FO Executor's communication.

We have defined the interface of the sub-layer (B) to create a uniform interface for the
virtual resource. Interface A is resource dependent and defined by the resource
manufacturer. For each resource the gap between interface B and A must be filled by a
program. We call it the communication driver. For some resources we do not have to
fill this gap. Resources which use OSI-based communication (e.g. MAP) already have
the interface as defined for B.

The protocol used for a resource can be divided into three stages, as indicated
earlier. The DATA-stage is defined by all resources. It is the part of the protocol that is
used to control the resource. The CONNECT-stage is used to make a logical
connection with the resource over a network. And the DISCONNECT-stage is used to
release the logical link with the resource. The last two stages are only used if the
resource is connected to a network.

The protocol that is used at the virtual resource sub-layer must be very closely
based on the protocol that is defined by the resource manufacturer at the resource
dependent sub-layer. Its only purpose is to allow a generic view on all resources, no
functionality may be added by the services.

E.g. if we have a resource that must be controlled over a serial line and when the
message "Mxxxyyyzzz" is sent, the resource moves an arm to the desired position.
The service Move can be derived for the resource. The virtual resource provides a
service called Move which can be requested using the Request-function of the virtual
resource by the rest of the FO Executor.

4.2.2. Semantic level of the interface

We have defined a view which we use for resources. With this we have defined the
syntax of the interface on both sides of the FO-Executor. The semantics however are
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only defined for the FO Manager interface. We can question if we can define the
semantics of the commands for the resources sent over the resource-interface.

If we take a good look at the function of the FO Executor, we can see that its main
task is to change the semantic level of the commands that are put in to it (on both
sides). We have defined the function of the FO Executor to be the execution of FOs.
We have also defined services for the FO Executor to do so. The semantic level of the
commands on the FO Manager side is related to that of the FO to be executed.

The semantic level of the commands on the FO Executor side are equal to the
control-commands which are sent to the virtual-resource. The semantic level of the
commands at the resource-side is dependent on the resource being used. The resource
defines the communication protocol on which the services of the virtual resource are
based.

4.2.3. Virtual Resource Architecture

We will give a short summary of the architecture derived for the virtual resource.
Protocol The services which are defined by the virtual resource must be

requested conform the OSI reference model. This model defines four
service-primitives which must be used for handling the services.

Services The services which the virtual resource has to provide for the rest of the
FO Executor can be divided into three groups: data, connect and
disconnect services. The connect and disconnect services are only
needed when the resource is connected to a network. The data-services
are resource dependent and are not defined in this architecture.
However the data-services should be closely based on the 'services' the
real resource provides.

FO Executor

~ - ... .

Virtual resource layer

-, ~ - -
Resource dependent communication layer

Layer 7 of
OSI reference
model.

Service provided by the virtual resource (conform OSI)

Service provided by the real resource or command
executable on the resource (OSI or non-OSI)

Figure 12 The virtual resource layer.

The figure above depicts the architecture of the virtual resource layer. One side of the
layer provides services to the rest of the FO Executor. The other side uses functions
provided by the resource to execute the requested services. Also messages from the
resource are converted into confirmations and requests for the rest of the FO
Executor. For the requests of the resource, the rest of the FO Executor has to provide
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a service which can be used for this purpose. An implementation of the virtual resource
layer together with the resource dependent communication layer will be called a
communication driver in this report.

Today resource vendors deliver (at best) the resource dependent communication
layer as a software library with their resources. The use of these libraries is different for
each vendor. By specifying a virtual resource layer which can be implemented as a
communication driver, a unified way to address resources is defined. All resources can
be addressed as if they were OSI-compliant resources.

4.3. THE FO-SCRIPT

In the previous sections we specified the interfaces on both sides of the Fa Executor.
In this section we derive the internal functions of the Fa Executor. The function of one
part of the FO Executor, the virtual resource layer is discussed in the previous
sections. The rest of the FO Executor converts service requests received on one side to
service requests on the other side. The services are requested on both sides, but the
main side is the side of the FO Manager, since the FO Manager controls the resource.
The FO-script has been defined as a script, with information, which should be used to
convert the Fa into a dialogue with the resource (chapter 2). This dialogue should
perform the actions as defined (in the modelling-phase) for the FO on the resource.

4.3.1. Script intelligence

We first look at the task for which the Fa-script is used. The FO-script is used to fill
the gap between the semantic level of the FO and the semantic level of the services
requested from the resource. The gap between the semantic level of the services is
related to the complexity to convert one service request on one side into other service
requests on the other side.

Complexity
Service req.
Sequences

Complexity
of FO-script

. - ,. - ., - - - - -

~ FOX ~
C

A
- - - - - - - - - - -~-~-~-----

Semantic level
Services

Figure J3 Complexity of the FO-script.

In the figure above the complexity of an Fa-script is depicted. The complexity of a
service request sequence to perform an action is related to the semantic level of the
services that can be used in the sequence. In the figure we see that the semantic level
of the services to execute an FO (A) is very high (FX_Execute, FX_Setup, etc.). The
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sequence of these service requests is therefore very simple. We also see that the
services that are sent to the resource (8 + C) are of a lower level. This concludes into
a more complex sequence.

E.g. For executing an Fa on the Fa Executor, a short sequence of messages must be
sent to the Fa Executor: FX_Setup; and FX_Execute. Both of these messages can
invoke a huge sequence of commands to be sent to the resource. The FX_Setup
request can invoke the downloading of several programs and data which the
resource needs for the execution. The FX_Execute request can invoke the execution
of several programs on the resource and the evaluation of data returned by the
resource.

The complexity of an FO-script to convert an FO into a sequence of service
requests for the resource can also be seen in the figure. It is the difference between the
complexity of a sequence of service requests before the FO Executor, and the
sequence of the service requests after the FO Executor.

If one FO is to be executed on two different resources the complexity of the FO
scripts, to be used for the execution of these FOs, can differ. This can also be seen in
the figure. If the semantic levels of the service requests of the resources differ (see 8
and C on the horizontal axis) the complexity of the FO-script will also differ (fat lines).

E.g.: If we have two different resources that can make pens (to write with) an Fa
can exists which results in the making of 100 pens. This Fa can be used on both
resources. The FO-script however can differ. If one resource has a command called
Make(x) that makes x pens, then only this command has to be called. If the other
resource however has the commands: Body, Cap and Assemble. Then the FO-script
should contain (in some form) 100 sequences of the commands Body; Cap and
Assemble. It is obvious that the complexity of both FO-scripts differ a lot for
executing the same Fa.

4.3.2. FO-script language

The FO-script can be used in two ways: active or passive. When it is used in the
passive way the FO-script contains data which can be used by the FO Executor to
perform a dialogue with the resource. If the FO-script is used in the active way, the
script contains a program which performs the dialogue with the resource. Using the
FO-script in the active way gives it more possibilities, however a programming
language must be developed to write the FO-script. The greater possibilities of the
script are more important than having to develop a programming language. Therefore
the active form of the FO-script is used.

We have to define a programming-language for programming the script. We can
split the language into two parts:
• General Language Constructs

Like the structure of the script, which type of variables are supported (simple,
arrays, structures, etc.), which language statements are supported (if/then/else,
do/while, etc.), is multi-processing supported, etc.

• Commands
The commands are based on the services that can be requested from the virtual
resource. Each command starts the execution of a small dialogue with the resource.
A request is sent and (mostly) a response is received.

The general language constructs are resource independent. The commands however
are resource dependent. This means that the general language constructs can be
specified for all resources. The language that is defined for programming the FO-script
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is called Functional Operation Resource Specific Algorithmic Language (FORSAL).
The FORSAL-definition has two parts, a resource specific part defining the commands,
and a general part defining the language constructs. Since there is a resource specific
part in each FORSAL definition, a different instance of the FORSAL language must be
made for each resource.

E.g.: An iflthenlelse construction will be the same for all types of resource, it is not
dependent on the resource. It is however not possible to define a set of commands
for each resource that exists.

Making a general specification of how these general language constructs must be used
has the advantage that only the resource specific commands have to be learned by an
engineer programming resources when an FO-script for an other resource has to be
written.

4.3.2.1. The general language constructs

Already some issues that could be important when defining the general language
constructs have been indicated. The most important issue is the structure of the FO
script. The FO-script is used to convert the service requests received at one side to
service requests on the other side. Since the FO Executor is controlling the resource,
most requests come from the FO Manager. Only one service of the FO Manager can be
used by the FO Executor (Report_FX) this service can also be sent by the FO Manager
to the FO Executor for indicating error situations (e.g. client down). We define the
structure of the FO-script to be such that for each service that can be requested by the
FO Manager there is a separate block in the script. In other words for all services that
can be used between the FO Manager and FO Executor a separate block of the FO
script is used. All these blocks are equal, so we can give the following description of
the FO-script in Extended Backus Naur Form (ENBF):

PROG
BLOCK
HEADER
BODY

->
->
->
->

BLOCK { BLOCK} eat
HEADER BODY
"block" NAME "(" ARGS ")"
STATEMENT { ";" STATEMENT} "end"

NAME has to be further defined, it contains the name of the block. We have defined
that there must be a block for each service. To recognise them, a name for each block
corresponding to the services is defined. The block structure as defined for the services
can also be used to implement procedures, as discussed further on in this section.

STATEMENT also has to be further defined. Within the CIMOSA reference
model there is already a language specified. It is used to describe the behaviour of
Enterprise Activities [FRB II item B 12-2410]. The statements defined for this
language could also be used to describe the behaviour of an FO (the FO-script). The
advantage of using this language is that the same language can be used to specify
Enterprise Activities and FOs. When a resource becomes more intelligent, the
modelling can be stopped at an earlier stage. The part of the script of the Enterprise
Activity that can now directly be performed by the resource can be shifted to the FO
script. Below follows the EBNF notation of the language constructs that are selected
from this description. Not all constructs of the language can be used; only the control
structures are used.
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STATEMENTS
STATEMENT

->
->
->

->

->
->
->

->

->

The FO Executor

STATEMENT { ";" STATEMENT}
"if" EXPR "then" STATEMENTS "end"
"if" EXPR "then" STATEMENTS
"else" STATEMENTS "end"
"case" EXPR "of"
DENOT ":" STATEMENTS "end"
{DENOT ":" STATEMENTS "end"}
"else" STATEMENTS "end"
"while" EXPR "do" STATEMENTS "end"
"do" STATEMENTS "until" EXPR "end"
"for" VAR "=" EXPR "to" EXPR [ "by" EXPR]
"do" STATEMENTS "end"
"cobegin" STATEMENTS
{ "//" STATEMENTS} "coend"
COMMAND

The COMMAND item is the definition of the commands that can be used in the
language (see further below). If the resource does not support processing of more than
one message at a time, the parallel execution statement should not be implemented.

The variables also have to be defined. These also depend on the resource (like the
parallel execution statement). Not all resources support the same type of variables;
there can even be resources that do not support variables. We predefine three variable
types. It depends on the resource which definition will be used. Note that not only
variables supported by the resource should be available, but also internal variables for
calculation purposes in the FO-script. Below follows the general definition of variables.
A difference is made between declaration and use.

Declaration:

TYPE1 -> 10
-> "string" [NUMBER]

TYPE2 -> 10
-> "string" [NUMBER]
-> "array" "of" TYPE2
-> "pointer" "to" TYPE2

TYPE3 -> 10
-> "string" [NUMBER]
-> "array" "of" TYPE3
-> "pointer" "to" TYPE3
-> "struct" DECLS "end"
-> "union" DECLS "end"

Use:

VAR1 -> 10
VAR2 -> 10 ["("NUMBER")"]
VAR3 -> 10 {"." 10 } ["["NUMBER "]"]

The variables can be of type I, 2 or 3.
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4.3.2.2. Commands

The FO Executor

Big programs are often divided into several procedures. Procedure-calls are also
supported in the FORSAL-Ianguage. Procedure-calls are defined in the same way as
FORSAL-commands can be called.

COMMAND

PROCEDURE

->

->

NAME "(" ARGUMENTS ")"

NAME "(" ARGUMENTS ")"

There is however a difference in the way FORSAL-commands and FORSAL
procedures are handled. Procedures start the execution of a new block of the FO
script, the name of a procedure can be chosen by the programmer of the FO-script.
Commands however lead to a small dialogue with the resource. A command is based
on the services that can be requested from the virtual resource and has a fixed name
that must be used by the programmer of the FO-script. These services can be replied
by the resource. A procedure fits in the definition of a BLOCK. No new syntax has to
be added to the FORSAL-Ianguage. So there is not only a BLOCK in the FO-script for
each service that can be requested from the FO Manager, but there can also be others
for each user definable procedure.

4.3.3. Standard commands

Not all commands depend on the functionality of the resource; some commands are
resource independent. These are mandatory for all instances of the FORSAL-Ianguage.

We have defined that there is a block of programming-code for each service the FO
Manager can request from the FO Executor. These services are all confirmed services.
We have to define a mechanism to return these confirmations to the FO Manager. The
response can be positive (the service succeeded) or negative (the service failed for
some reason). Some services require a specified report of the executed function to be
returned to the FO Manager; other just require a confirmation. Two FORSAL
commands are defined:
ReturnNeg Returns a negative confirmation of the requested service to the FO

Manager. The parameters that must be given to this command are a
number indicating the failure reason and a string containing a textual
description of the reason.

ReturnPos Returns a positive confirmation of the requested service to the FO
Manager. The parameters that must be given to this command depend
on the block being executed. It should return the values as indicated in
the syntax specification of the services in [Sui93] and this report.

The FRB II specifies that the Presentation Services should be able to store and retrieve
information from the Information Service of the lIS. This can be used in the FO-script
to store information so that it can be retrieved by the FO-script of another FO. It can
also be used by an FO to store monitoring information that is used by other parts of the
liS. To identify data stored by the information service, a unique identifier must be
used. This identifier can be compared to the path- and file-name of a file on a
computer.
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To make use of the Information Service of the lIS the following commands have
been defined. The services the Information Service offers can be used by this set of
commands. We define a Store as an object where information can be stored. A data
item is the data that is written to or read from the Store. A Store can hold more than
one data-item; each data-item is identified with a data-name. The services are divided
in two groups: open-commands and access-commands.
OPEN-COMMANDS
IS_New Create a new Store. A name for the Store must be delivered. The name

must be a unique name that can be used system wide. The command
delivers an id; a negative value indicates an error. The id must be used
for the access-commands.

IS_Open Open an existing Store. The name of the Store must be delivered to the
command. An id is returned, a negative number indicates an error. The
id must be used for the access commands.

ACCESS-COMMANDS
IS_Delete Delete the Store for which the id is delivered. The id delivered by the

open-commands must be used. The Fa-script deleting the Store does
not have to be the creator.

IS_Write The id of the Store, a name to identify the data and the data must be
delivered as parameters of the command. If there is already data on the
Store with the given name (identifier), these data are overwritten. If the
data must be accessed, again the name must be used.

IS_Append The id of the Store, a name to identify the data and the data must be
delivered as parameters of the command. If there is already data on the
Store with the given name (identifier), the new data is appended to it. If
the data must be accessed ,again the name must be used.

IS_Read The id of the Store and the name that identifies the given data-item
must be delivered as parameters of the command. The command returns
the requested data-item, if available.

The word Store, data-item and data-name are visualised in the figure below.

Store

data-name

Idata-item

data-name

Idata-item

data-name

Idata-item

Store

data-name

Idata-item

data-name

Idata-item

data-name

Idata-item

Figure 14 The stores.

There can be several Stores (figure 14); each Store can have several data-items. A
data-item is identified with its data-name. A Store can be compared with a directory or
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folder in a normal file-system. A data-name is equivalent with the name of a file in a
directory/folder. A data-item is equivalent with the contents of the file.

4.3.4. Additional BLOCKs

Each service request that can be received from the FO Manager or resource has its
own block in the FO-script. However, also some error-events that can occur are
defined. The Fa Manager, or a DS-client can fail. In the previous chapter scenarios are
described for these cases. Both scenarios involved the Fa Executor. Since the reaction
of the FO Executor to these messages is resource dependent, this reaction must also be
put in the FO-script. Therefore, two extra blocks are added to the FO-script:
ManagerDown and ClientDown.

An extra block is defined for handling unsolicited reports from the resource. The
resource can sent messages that are not expected, these must be handled within this
block of the FO-script. The message can be handled by the Fa Executor it self or be
sent to the FO ManagerlDS-client with the unsolicited report service of the FO
Manager.

The last change that is added to the script is one block for defining variable types
and one block for declaring global variables. For this the definition of PROG is
changed. Both blocks are optional.

PROG -> [DEFS][GLOB]BLOCK { BLOCK} eof
DEFS -> "typedef" { DEF { ";" DEF } ] "end"
DEF -> ID "def" TYPE

-> ID "const" TYPE "=" DENOT
GLOB -> "var" DECLS "end"

A full definition of the Fa-script can be found in appendix E2.

4.4. GLUEING THE PARTS TOGETHER

We have defined the interface on both sides of the FO Executor. We also defined that a
script, the Fa-script, is used to execute an FO on the resource. A language called
FORSAL is defined which should be used to write the contents of the FO-script. The
contents of the FO-script is divided into several blocks. Each block contains a small
program that should perform a dialogue with the resource to execute the requested
service.

Still some parts are missing. The FO-script must be read and interpreted. Also the
FORSAL-commands that are in the Fa-script must be translated to small dialogues
(request and possibly response) with the resource. The part that transports the control
messages used in the dialogue to and from the resource has already been defined. The
three parts, (interpretation of the script, translation of the commands and transport of
the control messages) are discussed below.

4.4.1. Transport of control messages

This part is defined when the resource was discussed. A virtual resource is defined to
unify the interface of the resource. The protocol, which defines which control
messages must be transported is not important for the transport of the messages.
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For each resource a layer must be implemented so that it behaves like the virtual
resource as defined in a previous section. This layer is called a communication driver
and is part of the FO Executor. We defined that the semantics of the commands sent to
the resource should not be changed by the virtual resource.

4.4.1.1. The communication driver

Hopefully communication drivers will be delivered by the resource manufacturers in
the future. Its functionality and interface should therefore be properly defined. A few
states are defined for the communication driver. Each state has its own functions that
can be executed when in that state.

States:
NOT_READY

READY

DOWN
ERROR

The driver has not yet been connected (logically) to the
resource.
The driver is connected to the resource and ready for
communication.
The resource is not reachable for communication.
The resource is in an error-state.

Protocol description:
The initial state of the communication driver when the FO Executor is started is
NOT_READY. When the communication is initialised, the driver enters the READY
state. If the resource goes down and is not reachable by the communication driver, the
DOWN-state is entered. If the resource reports it is in an error-state, the
communication driver also is in ERROR-state. As mentioned each state has its
functions that can be executed when in that state.

When the communication driver is in the READY-state, a list of indications and
confirmations received from the resource is maintained. The indications and
confirmations can be collected by the transport-part by appropriate functions as
described below.

NOT_READY:
Connect This function initialises the communication. If the FO Executor is

connected to a network, this function should be used to identify the FO
Executor to the network. It should also establish a logical connection
with the resource. If this function is executed successfully, the
communication driver enters the READY-state.

READY:
Request
Response
Indication

Confinn

Disconnect

Check

Request a service from the resource.
Respond to a request from the resource.
Receive a service request from the resource. The first indication present
in the list of indications is returned.
Receive a service confirmation from the resource. The first confirmation
present in the list of confinnations is returned.
Break the logical link with the resource, to end communication. The
communication driver enters the NOT_READY-state.
Check the communication link, and report the number of indications and
confirmations stored in the lists.
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DOWN:
Connect

Disconnect
Check

The FO Executor

Try to restore the logical link with the resource. If it succeeds the
READY-state is entered.
End the communication; the NOT_READY-state is entered.
Check the communication link and return information about the cause of
the down-state.

ERROR:
Disconnect End the communication, the NOT_READY-state is entered.
Check Check the communication link, returns information about the cause of the

error.

4.4.1.2. The communication driver object

In the previous sub-sections we discuss the states and the protocol of the
communication driver. In this section an object for the communication driver is
presented.

Object:
Status
List_oCindications
LisCoCconfirmations
Functions

Connect(name, remotename, errocreport)
Disconnect(errocreport)
Check(ex_error_report)
Request(reqname, reqdata, errocreport)
Response(rspname, rspdata, errocreport)
Indication(reqname, reqdata, errocreport)
Confirm(rspname, rspdata, error_report)

End object

The implementation of the communication driver should preferably be done in C++ or
C. The driver should be provided in source-code or as a linkable-library.

4.4.2. Translation of FORSAL-commands

The FORSAL-commands in the FO-script must be translated to a small dialogue with
the resource. This dialogue consists of requesting a service and if it is a confirmed
service, the receipt of a response. The arguments as they are given in the FO-script
have to be translated to the right syntax to be passed to the resource.

4.4.2.1. Services provided

This sub-layer of the FO Executor provides three services to the above layer:
Execute The Execute service has to be provided with the FORSAL-command name

and the variable list of its arguments. It return the response of the resource.
Receive This service must be used to get unsolicited status reports from the

resource. It returns the report if one has been received.
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Check This service must be used to check the status of the resource and its
connection. It can be used to get more information when the Execute
service returned an error. It also indicates if unsolicited reports have been
received from the resource.

Stop Stop the translation of the current FORSAL-command; stop on a 'safe'
position in the dialogue with the resource. The need of this function is
discussed in the next sub-section on the interpretation of the FO-script.

4.4.2.2. Protocol description

Translating FORSAL commands to dialogues with the resource is not the only task of
this layer. As is indicated in previous sections, the resource can generate unsolicited
status reports. It is the task of the interpreter to check for these reports. The translator
provides a service to do so.

The translation layer is controlled by the interpreter. On start-up the translation
layer must initialise the communication driver. Before a service of the communication
driver is used its status must be tested. If the driver is not in the READY-state, the
transport-layer is responsible for getting the communication driver in the right state. If
this fails, an error report must be returned to the interpreter.

4.4.2.3. Translator object

In the previous sub-sections we defined the semantics of the translator. The syntax is
presented in here in the from of an object. The Communication driver object for the
FO Executor is part of the Translator object.

Object:
CommunicationDriver
Functions

Execute(commandname, arguments, errocreport)
Receive(report)
Check(ex_errocreport)
Stop(flags, error_report)

End object

The implementation of the translation object should preferably be done in an object
oriented language.

4.4.3. Interpretation of the FO-script

The FORSAL-code in the FO-script is interpreted on receipt of service requests from
either the FO Manager or the resource. For communication with the FO Manager the
Communication Services as defined in the lIS should be used. The interpretation of the
FO-script is request-driven. First the interpretation of a block of the script is discussed
in this sub-section. After that we link the interpreter to the requests. The Interpreter
uses the Translator-part if a resource specific command is met in the FO-script. The
standard-commands from the FORSAL-definition are handled by the Interpreter it self.
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4.4.3.1. Interpretation

The FO Executor

We first have to decide how the interpretation of an FO-script proceeds. The FO-script
consists of blocks which are all linked with a request, from outside the FO Executor. It
is evident that the interpretation of a block must be interruptable. Stop-events can only
occur while the Execute-block of the FO-script is being interpreted. The Abort-event
defines the immediate abortion of the execution of the Execute- and other blocks. Here
our first problems arrive. We do not precisely know what immediately is.

Should the interpretation stop immediately after the current FORSAL-command
has been executed? Or should the interpretation stop if the dialogue at the translation
layer has come to an appropriate point? Or should it stop even if a message is being
transported? Waiting for the execution of one FORSAL-command is problematic if the
command that is being waited for does not stop automatically or only after a long time.
Stopping at an appropriate place in the dialogue of the translation part would be a
better solution. Stopping immediately, even during the transport of a message can be
problematicaly; it can leave the resource in an undefined state if only half of the
message has been sent. The best solution is to stop after a message has been properly
sent or received from the resource.

This service should be provided by the Translation-layer to the Interpretation-layer
to stop the translation. It is already discussed in that section.

4.4.3.2. Linking to the requests

The service requests from both sides of the interpreter must be linked with the
appropriate action. The interpreter is the most important part of the FO Executor. It is
therefore responsible for its reaction on requests. Since there can not always
immediately be responded to service requests, the interpreter should check for requests
at appropriate times. For the translator-layer already a Check-service is defined which
can be used.

Since there is not yet a total implementation of the Communication Services (the
Communication Platform (CP) of IPK only implements a part of the functionality
defined) an abstraction layer is defined for the Communication Services. The layer
provides only the services which are used by the FO Executor. By introducing a new
layer here, we make it easier to adapt the FO Executor to other implementations of the
Communication Service.

4.4.3.3. The interpreter object

Object:
Transporter
CommunicationService
Functions

MainO
Parse(blockname)

End object

If the object is created, the MainO-function checks for events from the FO Manager
and the resource. These events can lead to the execution of the parseO-function.
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4.4.4. Connecting the resource

The FO Executor

Until now, no assumption is given about the protocol and interface used to connect a
resource to the FO Executor. Below a figure shows the FO Manager, FO Executor
and the resource. The layers defined in the previous sections are also shown.

FO Manager FO Executor resource

Interpreter

Translator

Virtual Transporter
C.S.

C.S. C.S. xxx xxx

I I I I I

C.S.: Communication Services.
xxx: A communication stack

Figure 15 FO Executor communication.

OSI
layer 7

OSI
layer 1-6

The communication stack/protocol which is used to communicate with the resource is
left open. There are two basic forms how a resource can be connected to the Fa
Executor: a resource can be connected via the Communication Services or via an other
communication interface. For the first type of connection the SE-API has already been
extended with an MMS-API which can be used for resources supporting the MMS
protocol.

Allowing both types of connections makes it possible to use all kinds of resources.
not only those that use a communication protocol that is supported by the SE-API.

4.4.5. The FO Executor Objects

The FO Executor consists of four objects working together: the
CommunicationService-object, the CommunicationDriver-object, the interpreter-object
and the translator-object. The figure below shows how the objects are imbedded into
each other. The Interpreter object is the most important one. It contains two other
objects: the Communication Service Object to use the Communication Service of the
liS; and the Translator Object which translates the commands found in the FO-script
to resource dependent dialogues. The Translator object contains a Communication
Driver Object which is used to request services from the resource and to receive
service confirms from the resource. The Communication Driver Object is connected to
the resource, this can be via the Communication Service of the lIS or via a resource
specific interface.
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Interpreter Object

Translator
Object

Communication Communication
Service Driver
Object Object
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Rest of liS Resource

Figure 16 FO Executor objects.

The FO Executor

The objects are the four parts as discussed in a previous sub-section: Communication
Service layer, Transport-layer, Interpreter-layer and Translator-layer. The function of
the objects is already discussed.

4.5. IMPLEMENTATION OF AN FO EXECUTOR

This section discusses the implementation of an FO Executor which was implemented
for demonstration purposes. Since a demonstration FO Executor is built, the
characteristics of the resource to be controlled can be chosen. After that, each part of
the FO Executor is built.

4.5.1. The resource

First the characteristics of the resource are described. These are then used as basis to
derive other features that are important for the FO Executor and which are related to
it.

4.5.1.1. Communication

As is discussed in a previous section, resources can be connected to the FO Executor
in two ways: via the Communication Service or via an external interface. We have
chosen for a resource that uses the Communication Platform and the MMS-API which
is defined for it. The resource that is used is a software emulated resource.

4.5.1.2. General language constructs and commands

Two parts of the FORSAL language have to be defined: the FORSAL-commands and
the general language structures used. The FORSAL-commands must be closely based
on the communication with the resource. The MMS-API defined for the CP is
therefore used to make a list of FORSAL-cornmands. The derived commands are listed
in appendix E 1.

Not all defined general language constructs are implemented, since the FO
Executor is used for demonstration purposes. The parallel execution statement
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however is not used since it involved to much programming effort for both the FO
Executor and the simulated resource. All variable constructs as defined in this report
are implemented.

A language definition for the FORSAL-Ianguage as used for the FO Executor
under development has been made. This language is described in EBNF and can be
seen in appendix E2.

4.5.2. Communication driver

The Communication driver is the first part to be implemented and responsible for
making a unified interface to the resource. Since the resource for which we define this
FO Executor uses the Communication Platform, the interface is already conform the
requirements as defined for the virtual resource (communication driver). The functions
as defined for the Communication driver object can be very simply implemented. The
functions are discussed in separate sub-sections.

4.5.2.1. Request

This function is used to request a service from the resource. This function is
implemented by simply calling the Request function as defined by the
CommunicationPlatforrn-Object.

4.5.2.2. Response

This function is used to respond to a request received from the resource. This function
is implemented by simply calling the Response function as defined by the
CommunicationPlatform-Object.

4.5.2.3. Indication

This function is used to check if a request from the resource (an indication) has been
received and to get one if present. The CP offers the feature to check for messages and
invoke functions dependent on the type of the received message (indication,
confirmation). This feature is used to make two lists: one for indications and one for
confirmations.

This function first calls the Receive function of the CP-Object which checks for
messages and updates the lists. Then, it checks the indication list and returns one if
present.

4.5.2.4. Confirm

This function is used to check if a response from the resource (a confirmation) has
been received and get one if present. It is implemented the same way as the Indication
function discussed above, but now the confirmation list is checked.

4.5.2.5. Connect

This function has to connect to the remote resource. The resource is connected via a
network so this function must be implemented. It is implemented by calling the
Associate function of the CP-Object.
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4.5.2.6. Disconnect

The FO Executor

This function has to disconnect from the resource; the logical link must be released. It
is implemented by calling the Conclude-function of the CP-Object.

4.5.2.7. Check

This function is used to update the indication list and confinnation list. It returns the
status of both lists. It also checks the status of the connection and returns it to the
caller.

4.5.2.8. Constructor

The communication driver must also be initialised. In an object oriented language a
constructor is used for this task. Its task is to check whether a connection to the
resource is possible. If the resource is connected to a network the FO Executor first
has to identify itself to the network before any action can be undertaken. The CP
Object offers the function Activate for this purpose. Other actions that must be taken
are initialisation of both lists and setting the right status.

4.5.2.9. Destructor

When the FO Executor is connected to a network some actions must be taken before
the FO Executor program can be ended. In an object oriented language a destructor is
used for this purpose. The CP-Object has the function Deactivate to be detached from
the network. Other actions like freeing memory of the lists must also be done.

4.5.3. Translator

For the translator, four commands are defined. The commands defined in the FORSAL
for this FO Executor have to be translated to small dialogues with the resource, by this
part. For the dialogues the communication driver must be used.

The translator-object defines four functions that must be implemented. The
Execute function is responsible for generating the correct dialogue with the resource.
The commands as described in the FORSAL can all be implemented by using one
service of the virtual resource. All services used are confinned services.

4.5.3.1. Execute

The Execute function must first detennine which command must be executed. The
actions to be taken are different for each command. A switch-statement is used to
execute the right code. The code must evaluate the arguments given to the FORSAL
command to build the request structure for the request to the resource. The requests
are called in the synchronous-mode, which means that the call of the request-function
of the CP-Object does not return before a response is received from the resource.
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4.5.3.2. Receive

The FO Executor

This function is used to get unsolicited status reports from the resource. It uses the
Check function of the transport-layer to get the reports. It is a very simple function.

4.5.3.3. Stop

This function is used to stop the Execute function if possible. Since the Execute
function only does one request that can not be stopped, this function does not contain
any code.

4.5.3.4. Check

This function is used to check the status of the resource and the connection. It is
implemented by calling the Check-functions of the Communication driver.

4.5.3.5. Constructor

Since the Communication driver-object is part of the Translator-object. The
Communication driver-object is first created. The Connect function of the
Communication driver is used to get the driver in the correct state (READY). Then the
translator itself is initialised.

4.5.3.6. Destructor

The translator is first properly ended. Then the Communication driver-object is
deleted. Any memory used by the Translator is freed.

4.5.4. Interpreter

The Interpreter is the main-part of the FO Executor. Most effort must be put in the
implementation of the Interpreter. The interpreter consists of two parts: a scanner and
a parser. The scanner converts the FO-script into tokens. These tokens are then used
by the parser to determine the right order of the FORSAL-commands to be executed
[Wir87] [Com91 ]. Also variables are handled by the parser. The whole execution is
controlled by a main loop.

4.5.4.1. Main loop

The main loop of the interpreter is the event handler. It checks for requests from the
FO Manager and the resource. Each type of request is connected with one part of the
FO-script that must be executed when a request arrives, also special events like failure
of the FO Manager or a DS-client. The main loop also determines when the current
interpretation can be interrupted and when not. The main loop controls the parsing.
After the interpretation of each FORSAL-statement a check for incoming requests is
done and the appropriate actions are taken.

Requests must be checked on both sides of the Interpreter. The CP-object forms
the interface to the FO Manager. A function Check is provided by the CP-object to
check for requests of the FO Manager. The interface to the other side of the
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Interpreter is the Translation-object. This object has a Receive function that can be
used to get requests from the resource.

4.5.4.2. Scanner

The scanner tokenises the FO-script. The scanner is used by the parser whenever a new
token is needed. The scanner has been implemented according to [Com91]. Its
implementation is very straight forward.

4.5.4.3. Interpreting-Parser

The parser checks if the syntax of the FO-script is correct. A scanner is used to
tokenise the FO-script first. Extra code is added to the parser to allow execution of the
FO-script. In this wayan interpreting-parser is created. The parser is also implemented
according to [Com91]. The parser can be built very easily according to the guidelines
given in this report. Not all statements as defined for the FORSAL have been
implemented, but can be added easily.

4.5.4.4. Variables

We have made a list of predefined variable types that can be used in a FORSAL
d~finition. The most sophisticated variable type is implemented in the Interpreter. Two
objects are used to handle variables: the TypeBag-object and the VarBag-object. The
TypeBag-object contains the type of a variable. A list of TypeBags is maintained with
all variable-types known to the interpreter. The VarBag-object contains the value of a
variable. It contains a reference to a TypeBag-object to identify its type. There also is a
list of VarBag-objects. To keep the implementation simple, all variables declared are
known in all blocks of the FO-script. So only global variables are supported.

4.5.4.5. Constructor

The Interpreter is the main-object of the FO Executor. It incorporates the other
translator-object (which contains the CommunicationDriver-object). During
initialisation the transport-object is created. And some structures are initialised for use
in the interpreter.

4.5.4.6. Destructor

If the FO Executor is ended, the transport-object is deleted. Also memory occupied by
structures used by the Interpreter are freed.

4.5.5. Glueing

The three parts are all incorporated into one object, the Interpreter-object. It contains a
Translator-object which contains a communication driver-object. Creating the
Interpreter-object makes sure that the other objects are initialised as well.
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4.5.6. Testing the FO Executor

The FO Executor

After the implementation of the FO Executor has been made an FO-script is written to
test the FO Executor. The scanner of the FO Executor accepts only plain ASCII, so
the FO-script can be written with any text editor that can produce ASCII files.

The FO-script is added in appendix F. The script starts with the definition of the
types that can be used within the FO-script. In this implementation only four simple
variable types are known to the parser (short, long, string and byte). However other
types could have been added also. After the type definition follows a part declaring the
global variables of the FO-script.

Now the blocks follow in the FO-script, the order of then is free to choose. Each
block first declares its local variables, then the code of the block comes. The code does
not perform a real function, but is used to test all functions.

Because procedure calling is not implemented in the test FO Executor filling
variables to request certain MMS-services takes the biggest part of the FO-script.

For test purposes a program to emulate a resource is also implemented. It checks for
MMS-service request from the Communication Platform and confirms them always
positive. This test resource is added in appendix G.

4.6. SUMMARY

In this chapter the specification as made for the FO Executor in previous VOICE
research is discussed. Only a small part of the FO Executor is previously discussed. A
full specification of the FO Executor is given in this report.

4.6.1. Specification

Two services are added to the services defined for the FO Executor so far. The
services where needed because the specification of the FO Manager was changed.

A virtual resource is defined which specifies a generic interface for all resources.
This interface must be implemented for a specific resource with a communication
driver, which is part of the FO Executor. Resources whose communication follow the
guidelines of the OSI reference model already have the correct interface. The virtual
resource can be controlled by the services it provides.

The FO-script will contain a program which implements the execution of the FO in
the language FORSAL. The FORSAL language has a generic part which can be used
for all resources and a resource-specific part. The resource specific part is based on the
services the (virtual-)resource provides.

4.6.2. Implementation

The three parts of the FO Executor have been implemented to create an FO Executor
for demonstration purposes. Much effort had to be put in the implementation of the
Interpreter. However, the interpreter is the part that is most common to FO Executors
for other resources and can be reused.
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5. FO EXECUTOR BUILDING TOOL

The FO Executor Building Tool

In the previous chapter the specification of the FO Executor is derived in such a way
that it can be implemented with an automated tool. This tool helps the developer to
specify and implement an FO Executor.

5.1. SPECIFICATION OF THE FO EXECUTOR

The specification of a general FO Executor is made in the previous chapter. The tool is
needed to gather information to build an FO Executor for a specific resource. Several
decisions must be made before an FO Executor is fully specified. The task of the tool is
to guide the FO Executor designer through these decisions. First the design decisions
to be made are specified. These should not only be made if an Executor is made by the
tool, but also if an FO Executor is made by hand.
• Define the virtual resource semantics.

This is a very important step in the definition of the FO Executor. It fixes most
parts of the FO Executor. The syntax of the virtual resource is already fixed in the
previous chapter. The semantics should, as is defined, be based on the control
messages that can be sent to the real resource. Definition of the semantics leads to
a set of services which the virtual resource provides. Each service should have a
unique name. The resource can also request services from the FO Executor. The
Report-service of the FO Executor has been defined for this. It is possible that
resource vendors deliver a communication driver which is conform the
specification defined in this report. This driver must then be used.

• Determine the syntax of the FORSAL-commands.
The FORSAL-commands must be based on the functionality of the resource (as
defined in the previous chapter). When an FO Executor is defined, the semantics of
the FORSAL-commands is already fixed by the (virtual-)resource. The syntax,
however, has to be defined. The definition of the syntax of the commands and
which arguments are passed/returned is also important for the definition of the
variable-types which is supported in the FORSAL. Definition of the syntax of the
FORSAL-commands automatically leads to one of the pre-defined variable-types
as defined in the previous chapter.

• Determine the general language constructs needed for this resource.
One of the pre-defined variable-types has already been chosen, but other general
language constructs must be chosen also. A basic set of language constructs is
mandatory; other constructs can be added. Which constructs are added mainly
depends on the capabilities of the resource. Can it handle multiple messages at
once?, etc.

If the first three steps have been performed a proper specification of the required FO
Executor has been made. Now the separate parts have to be constructed to form one
runable FO Executor.
• Construct the communication driver.

The gap between the real resource and the defined virtual resource has to be
closed. The developer has to help the tool to generate the correct source-code. It is
also possible that a communication driver, which conforms to the specification
given in this report, is already delivered by the resource manufacturer.
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• Construct the translating part.
There is a gap between the defined services of the virtual resource and the defined
FORSAL-commands. This gap is closed by the Translating part of the FO
Executor. The developer of the FO Executor must again help the tool to generate
the correct source-code.

• Construct the FORSAL Interpreter.
There is a virtual Communication Service defined especially for use with the FO
Executor. The services provided here and the services as defined for the
translating-part are inputs and outputs of the interpreter. The internal of the
interpreter has been defined with the definition of the FORSAL-commands and
general language constructs. With the already given information the interpreter can
be generated automatically.

• The Communication Service.
The interpreter uses a virtual Communication Service to be more independent of
the implementation of an instance of the Communication Service (CS). The
mapping of the virtual CS to the real CS should be done by the tool. Normally the
tool should know the real CS and be able to fill the gap automatically. The tool
however also allows manual mapping of the virtual to the real CS by the FO
Executor developer.

5.2. KNOWLEDGE BASE

One important feature of the FO Executor building tool must be the use of a
knowledge base. This knowledge base contains standard and already made solutions to
problems arising when designing a specific FO Executor. If for the resource which
currently is used, or parts of it, already an FO Executor has been defined, this will be
noticed to the user. The data in the knowledge base can be used if desired. For the
building tool to detect that the information desired is already in the knowledge base, a
strict schema must be used for building FO Executors. At each moment in the schema,
the tool can compare solutions already in the knowledge base. The paths used during
the development of an FO Executor are stored in the knowledge base. If the path of
the FO Executor under development comes on an already stored path it can follow that
path.

By using a knowledge base much time can be saved while developing FO
Executors. Solutions have to be developed only once. Knowledge bases can also be
delivered by resource vendors or other companies. In this way the tool can
automatically generate an Fa Executor. Knowledge built up in a company is not
anymore person-bound, but tool-bound and available for everyone using the tool.

5.3. WRITING FO-SCRIPTS

The concept of knowledge bases as has been used in the Fa Executor building tool can
also be used for writing FO-scripts. An Fa has to be decomposed into FORSAL
commands. This decomposition or top-down development of the FO-script, can be
supported by a tool. The tool contains a knowledge base which contains the path
which has been followed to derive the desired Fa-script for a resource. Figure 17
below illustrates the decomposition of FOs and the followed paths.
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If a new FO is being decomposed and the path of an earlier decomposed FO is met, the
path can be followed, and no more user specification is necessary.

This concept can also be used when the same FO must be decomposed for different
resources. (A situation can be imagined where several robots of different vendors must
perform the same task. Or if a robot is replaced by an other robot.) In this case only
the upper part of the path can be followed. Somewhere the decomposition will get
more resource specific and the path must be ended in a new way. It is also possible that
it is not needed to follow the path to the end. A resource can be more sophisticated
and decomposition is not needed as deep as with the other resource. (For instance with
a new, more sophisticated version of the resource.)

Not only can FO-scripts be written faster with a tool, also can the syntax of the
FO-script be checked. If the FO-scripts are directly used by the FO Executors, syntax
errors in the FO-script will stop the FO Executor. The tool can be made in such a way
that syntax errors can not be made in the FO-script. The tool can also be used to check
the semantics of the script, checks can be made for consistency errors.

5.4. GRAPHICAL TOOLS

Today most programming and development tools have a very sophisticated Graphical
User Interface (GUI). The GUI supports the user in the steps the user has to make. It
also gives a clear view on the object under development. The usability of both tools as
presented in this chapter will greatly improve if the tools have a proper GUI. An
important feature of the GUI must be that the user always knows where in the
development traject (s)he is. Open questions should be avoided as much as possible.
Each question should have a predefined list of answers from which can be chosen. The
default answers must be the best for the current situation.

There is already a tool for modelling (part of) a factory according to CIMOSA.
This tool is called GTVOICE. It also comes with a GUI supporting the user in the
actions that must/can be performed. With the tool the behaviour of Enterprise
Activities can be described. The general language constructs of the FORSAL are
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derived from the language to describe this behaviour. The tool for writing FO-scripts
could be based on this part of GTVOICE.

5.5. SUMMARY

This chapter defines a way to make an FO Executor Building Tool. The task of the
tool is to guide the FO Executor designer through a path to implement an FO Executor
for a specific resource. A list of decisions the designer has to make and the tool has to
support are given.

Knowledge bases should be used in the tool to decrease the development time.
Also knowledge built up is not anymore person-bound, but tool-bound and available
for everyone using the tool. In the knowledge base previous paths followed in the
development of an other FO Executor are stored. If a stored path is met, when
developing a new FO, the developer can automatically follow that path. In this way
previously derived knowledge can be reused.

A tool for writing FO-scripts for a certain resource is also proposed in this chapter.
Knowledge bases can also be used by this tool. The paths followed when decomposing
an FO-script can be stored. If, when developing another FO-script, this path is met, it
can be followed further down. In this way previously developed software is reused.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter first discusses conclusions and recommendations of the three main
subjects of this report: the FO Manager, the Fa Executor and the FO Executor
Building Tool. The chapter is ended with general conclusions and recommendations.

6.1. THE FO MANAGER

In this report the specification as made for the Fa Manager in previous VOICE
research is discussed. Some features are added to the specification of the FO Manager.

6.1.1. Conclusions

The specification of the FO Manager presented in this report gives optimal
management of the resources in a manufacturing factory. Not only can tasks be
executed on different resources, these resources can also be monitored while
executing. Monitoring is added since control can only be done efficiently when enough
and relevant information is present.

The specification concerning the robustness of the FO Manager has also been
enhanced. This enlarges the reliability of the FO Manager. Errors are not only handled
in the FO Manager, also specifications are given for the reaction of connected clients
and FO Executors.

The implementation of an FO Manager is easily possible with the given
specification. Although the current implementation is specially built for the
Communication Platform from WK, the communication part can easily be changed.

6.1.2. Recommendations

Although provisions are made to improve the robustness of the FO Manager, more
improvements can be made. One of the most important drawbacks of only allowing
one FO Manager in each Dialogue Server, is that no resources can be controlled if the
manager fails. A solution to this problem could be allowing more FO Managers within
a Dialogue Server, each handling the FO Executors in a separate part of the factory. If
one fails, only a part of the factory is concerned.

Another solution is dividing the FO Manager into several physical parts. Virtually
there will only be one Fa Manager. Each part has its own set of FO Executors that are
controlled. Service requests from the Business Services are received by all parts of the
FO Manager, but only one responds. Protocols must then be defined so that the FO
Executors of failing parts of the FO Manager can be handled by other parts.

A third solution that could be used is to have one or several ghost FO Managers
monitoring the real FO Manager. If the real FO Manager fails its functions and its
knowledge (which FOs are being executed on what resource, etc.) can be handled by
(one of) the ghost FO Manager(s).
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Chapter 6

6.2. THE FO EXECUTOR

Conclusions and recommendations

In this report the specification as made for the Fa Executor in previous VOICE
research is discussed. Only a small part of the FO Executor is previously specified. A
full specification of the FO Executor is given in this report.

6.2.1. Conclusions

The specification of the FO Executor presented in this report gives optimal control of a
resources in a standardised fashion. All FO Executors provide the same services to the
Fa Manager. From the FO Manager's side, all FO Executors behave in the same way.
Control of resources has been improved. Not only can FOs be executed on a resource,
the resources can also be monitored while executing. Monitoring has been added as a
service of the Fa Executor since control can only be done efficiently when enough and
relevant information is present.

Defining a virtual resource made it possible to specify a great part of the Fa
Executor in a generic way. The communication of the virtual resource is defined as to
follow the guidelines of the OSI reference model. New communication protocols used
in manufacturing devices also follow the guidelines of the OSI reference model, and
therefore the guidelines of the virtual resource.

The current specification of the FO Executor can handle a lot of diverse resources.
The used resource does not have to use the Communication Services to be controlled.
The FO-script to execute an FO on a resource may therefore differ on different
resources with similar functionality. This diversity can however be decreased if a
standard set of services will be defined for a resource type. This set of services can
then be implemented as procedures in the FO-script. These procedures must be
implemented only once, preferably by the resource manufacturer. The FO-script is
divided in two parts, a generic part which can be used for all similar resources. And a
specific-part containing the implementation of the standardised services. The Fa
Executor can not only be used for future standards, it can even be used as bridge to
cover the time when not all resources follow a new standard.

6.2.2. Recommendations

An implementation of an Fa Executor can only be made for one resource at a time.
More generalisation can be achieved by specifying a set of command that can be used
to control (a group of) resources. The interpreter-part can then be used by all these
resources. An FO-script written for one resource could be used on all resources with
the same functionality. This would mean that two conversions have to take place in the
FO Executor. One to convert the FO into standard commands and one to convert the
standard commands into device specific dialogues.

Although it looks like the current FO Executor is not designed for this task there is
a way to do this, if the specification for the virtual resource is changed. The services
provided by the virtual resource must be closely based on the services provided by the
real resource. If the services of the virtual resource must be those defined for a
standard resource, then not only the interface of all resources would be the same, but
also the functionality. The communication driver must be used to implement the
conversion of standardised services to dialogues with the resource.
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Chapter 6

6.3. THE FO EXECUTOR BUILDING TOOL

Conclusions and recommendations

A specification for an FO Executor building tool is given in this report. Its main
purpose is to decrease the time involved for developing an FO Executor for a resource.
It should mainly be used by developers at manufacturing companies.

6.3.1. Conclusions

Some work that must be done when developing an FO Executor for a resource is the
same for all resources. A tool which does this automatically can decrease the time
involved for developing an FO Executor. Such tool is discussed in chapter 5. The tool
supports the development also in guiding the developer through the decisions that have
to be made to develop an FO Executor. The most important feature of the tool is the
reuse of already derived knowledge. This knowledge is stored in a knowledge base and
can be used whenever a similar situation occurs.

6.3.2. Recommendations

The tool has not been implemented~ neither have FO Executors been developed at a
large scale. Future implementations should be based on the experience of people that
have already developed several FO Executors. This will ensure that the right functions
are incorporated in the tool.

6.4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

A thorough specification has been made for the Presentation Services in this report. An
implementation can easily be made using the specification. Also the programming of an
FO-script for a resource is very easy using the FORSAL-Ianguage defined for this
purpose.

6.5. GENERAL REMARKS

It should be noted that this is not the only way to specify the Presentation Services
according to the rules of CIMOSA. Also different implementations can be made with
the given specification. The current implementation does not use many commercially
available products to implement the Presentation Services. However the biggest part of
the code to implement an instance of the Presentation Service can be reused.
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List of Abbreviations

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AC
AMICE
API
BS
CAD
CAM
CEC
CIM
CIMOSA
CP
DS
DS-API
EA
EBNF
FE
FO
FORSAL
FO-SO
FX-API
FRB
HD
HFO
lIS
MAP
MD
MFO
MMS
NC
OSA
OSI
PS
PLC
RM
RPC
SE
SE-API
VMD
VOICE

Activity Control
backward ECIMA : European CIM Architecture
Application Program Interface
Business Services
Computer Aided Design
Computer Aided Manufacturing
Commission of the European Communities
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
CIM Open System Architecture
Communication Platfonn
Dialogue Server
Dialogue Server - Application Program Interface
Enterprise Activity
Extended Backus Naur From
Functional Entity (resource)
Functional Operation
Functional Operation Resource Specific Algorithmic Language
Functional Operation Service Object
FO Executor - Application Program Interface
Fonnal Reference Base
Human Dialogue Service
Human Functional Operation
Integrating Infrastructure
Manufacturing Automation Protocol
Machine Dialogue Service
Machine Functional Operation
Manufacturing Automation Protocol
Numerical Controller
Open System Architecture
Open System Interconnection
Presentation Services
Programmable Logical Controller
Resource Management
Remote Procedure Call
System wide Exchange
System wide Exchange - Application Program Interface
Virtual Manufacturing Device
Validating OSA in Industrial CIM Environments
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Appendix A

ApPENDIX A : FO-SO OBJECT

Object:
Identification

SO_id
Fa_Name

Status
CurrenCStatus
Old_Status

References
LisCoCFO_Arguments
Assigned_Resource

Constraints
Access_ControLlnformation
Report_Down_State
etc.

End Object

SO_id
This attribute uniquely identifies each Fa-SO at system level.

FO_Name
From the lIS point of view, an FO is a command issued to a Resource. The FO_Name
attribute is the name of this command.

CurrenCStatus
This attribute is determined by the current state of the FO-SO. The state transition
diagram containing all states and their possible transitions is discussed in section 3.1.4.

Old_Status
This attribute hold the state before the assigned resource went down. It is used to
restart an Fa, when possible.

Liscof-FO_Arguments
A list with values for the arguments (parameters) of the FO.

Assigned_Resource
The identifier of the Resource corresponding to the Resource assigned to the Fa-SO.

Report_Down_State
When the assigned resource is down, this attribute tells how to report this to the DS
client. Possible values: NOT, ALWAYS and TIME-OUT
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Aborted
Resource_Down

Appendix A

Possible values of the CurrencStatus attribute:

Inactive This is the initial state for a new Service Object.
Resource_Assigned A Resource has been assigned to the FO-SO.
Initializing The Resource is being initialised.
Ready The Resource is ready for execution.
Executing The Resource is executing an Fa.
Executed The Fa has been executed. This is an end-state.
Tenninating The execution of the current FO is being terminated.
Terminated The execution of the FO is terminated. This is an end-state.
Stopping The execution of the current Fa is being stopped.
Stopped The execution of the current FO has stopped in a state from which

it can be resumed.
The execution of the current Fa has abruptly been stopped.
The Resource is down, current action is stopped.
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Appendix B

ApPENDIX B : COMMUNICATION PLATFORM CLASS

B 1 : CP-class header file
B2 : CP-class source file

To reduce the size of this report only the header file of this class is added in this report.
On the disk belonging to this report the full source code of the class can be found.
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};

11 NAME :ComPlal.hxx
11
/I PROJECT : Presenlation Srervice
/I DESCRIPfION : Communication Platfonn class
11 DATE: 24-09-94
11 (c) 1994 Marcel Hendrich
/I
1/- -

#ifndef COMPLAT HXX
#define COMPLAT~HXX
extern "C"
(

#include "se_api.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <mernory.h>

class Iniliatuell-_Array
(

protected:
int count;
SEJniliate_req 'list;

public:
Iniliate_relI-Array( int cnt, SEJniliate_req 'lsI)
(

count =cnl;
list = 1st;

I
int CountO { return count; I
SEJniliateJeq 'ListO { return list; I

I;

protected:
int count;
SEJniliate_rsp 'list;

public:
Iniliate_rsp_Array( int cnt, SEJnitiate_rsp '1st)
(

count = cnt;
list = lsi;

I
int CountO ( return count; I
SEJnitiate_rsp 'ListO ( return list; }
int 'PCountO ( return &count; I
SEJnitiatusp "PList() ( return &Iist; I

J;

enurn Timeout
{

};

class RequestData
(

public:
void 'req_param;
void 'rCll-reserved;

RequestData(void 'par, void 'res)
{

req_param = par,
req_reserved = res;

};

class ResponseDala
I

public:
int rsp_stalus;
void 'rsp_param;
void 'rsp_reserved;

ResponseData(int stat, void 'par, void 'res)
{

rsp_status = stat;
rsp_param = par,
rsp_rescrved = res;

J;

typcdef int SCB_ASTX;
typedef int CPJD;
typcdef int SCB_OPCOOE;
typedef unsigned long SCBJNSTANCE;

class SCB
I

protected:
SE_SCB scb;

public:
SCBO { scb.applicjd = 0; }
SCB(SE_SCB 'scbp);
SCB(CP-'D apid. CPJO asid, SCB_ASTX aslX, SCB_OPCODE opcode = 0);
SE_SCB 'PO I relurn &scb; )

void Synlax(SCB_ASTX aslX) { scb.aslX_lag = astx; }
void Opcode(SCB_OPCODE code) ( scb.opcode_tag = code; I
void Instance(SCBJNSTANCE id) { scb.invocejd = id; }
void Applicld(CP-,O id) {scb.applicjd = id; }
void Assocld(CP-'0 id) I scb.assocjd = id; I

SCB_ASTX SynlaXO ( return scb.aslX_lag; )
SCB_OPCODE Opcode() ( return scb.opcode_lag; I
SCBJNSTANCE Inslance() { relurn scb.invocejd; }
CP-'D ApplicidO I return scb.applicjd; I
CPJO AssocldO { return scb.assocjd; I

I;

class Conclude err
( -

public:
SE_Conclude_err errjnfo;

Conclude_err(SE_Conclude_err 'err)
( rnemcpy(&errjnfo, err. sizeof(SE_Conclude_err)); I



);

class CommunicationPlatfonn
I

protected:
CPJD appljd;
CP_Stat slalUS;

int Negotiate(lnitiate_rell-Array 'ireq, CPJD applicjd, SCB_ASTX astx);
int NegResponse(SCB &scb, int err, char 'desc);
int printerror(char 'name, int code);

public:
CommunicationP/a!fonn();
CommunicationP/atfonn(char 'name);
-CommunicationPlatfonn();
CPJD ID() I return appUd; l

virtual void Associatejnd( int assocjd,
char 'name,
Initiate_req_Array 'ireq) = 0;

virtual void Associate_cnf( int assocjd,
Initiatosp_Array 'irsp) =0;

virtual void Indication( SCB &scb,
RequestDala 'reqdat) = 0;

virtual void Conrinn( SCB &scb,
ResponseDala 'rspdat) =0;

virtual void Concludejnd( int assocjd,
int werej_calling) = 0;

virtual void Conclude_cnf( int assocjd,
int rsp_Slatus,
int astx_lag,
Conclude_err 'errjnfo) =0;

virtual void AborUnd( int assocjd,
int wasj_calling,
int locally..generated) = 0;

int Request( SCB &scb,
RequestDala 'rell-dat,
Timeout rtoc,
ResponseDala 'rsp_dat);

int Request(SCB &scb,
RequestDala 'req_dat);

int Response( SCB &scb,
ResponseDala 'rsp_dat);

int Response(SCB &scb,
int stat,
void 'pararn);

int Response( SeB &scb,
int rsp_slatus);

int Process( int wait);
void Pending( inl 'event_count);

int Activate( char 'name);
void Deactivate();
int Associate_req( char 'remote_name,

Initiate_req_Array 'ireqJist,
Timeoul rtoc,
Initiate_rsp_Array 'irspJist,
int *assocjd);

I;

#endif

int Associate_rsp( int assocjd,
Initiale_rsp_Array 'irspJist);

int Concludoeq( int assocjd,
Timeout rtoc,
int 'rsp_SlaluS,
int 'aslx_tag,
Conclude_err 'errjnfo);

int Conclude_rsp( int assocjd,
int rsp_Sl.1IUS.
inl astx_t1g,
Conclude_err 'errjnfo);

void Errorlnfo( int error_code,
char *'ms~pp,

char "kind_pp,
int 'severe);



Appendix C

ApPENDIX C : THE FO MANAGER

C I : Objects and lists
C2 : The Client-class
C3 : The FOSO-c1ass
C4 : The Resource-class
C5 : The Manager-class

To reduce the size of this report only the header files of the Fa Manager are added in
this report. On the disk belonging to this report the full source code of the FO
Manager can be found. Also an executable of the FO Manager can be found on the
disk, before running the Fa Manager the Communication Platform of IPK version
1.03b should be started.
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/I NAME :objecthxx
/I
/I PROJECT : FO Manager
/I DESCRIPTION :
II DATE: 18·10·94
/I (c) MH
II
11'======= ===========

#ifndef OBJECT_HXX
//define OBJECT_HXX

class DLList; /I used for friend of DLObject
class FMList; II used for friend of FMObject

typedef int CSJD;
const int MAXJD_NAME = 64; /I ???

class DLObject
(

protected:
DLObject 'next,

"prev;

public:
DLObjectO;
DLObject(DLObject 'nx, DLObject 'pv);

I;

class FMList : public DLList
I

public:
FMObject "Find(char "name);
FMOhject "Find(CSJD id);

void Dclete(CSJD id);
void Dclete(FMObjecl "del) I DLLisl::Delete(del); I

I;

#endif

);

DLObject
DLObject

friend OLList;

"NextO ( return next; l
'PrevO { return prev; }

class FMObject : public DLObject
(

protected:
char _narne[MAXJO_NAME];
CSJD jd;
void Init(char "narne, CSJD id);

public:
FMObject(char "name, CSJD id);
FMObjecl(char 'name, CUD id, FMObject *nx, FMObject "pv);

char "Name() ( return _narne; 1
CUD /DO ( return jd; )
void /D(CSJD id) I jd = id; }

friend FMLisl;
I:
class DLList
I

protected:
DLObject "first;
DLObject 'Iast;

public:
DLListO;

DLObject 'FirstO { return first; }
DLObject 'LastO I return last; J
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/I NAME :c1ient.hxx
/I
/I PROJECT : FOM
/I DESCRlrrlON :
/I DATE: 18·10-94
/I (c) MH
II
II

#ifndef CLIENT_HXX
#define CLIENT_HXX

#include ·object.hxx·

enum CL_STATUS
I

CLIENT_OK =0,
CLIENT_UNKNOWN =3,
CLIENT_DOWN =5

I;

class Client : public FMObject
(

protected:
CL_STATUS status;

public:
Client(char ·nam, CSJD id);
void Status(CL_STATUS Sl) { stalus = sl; 1
CL_STATUS SlatusO I return status; I

I;

class C1ientList : public FM List
(

protected:

public:
Client 'Update(char 'name, CSJD assocjd);

I;

#endif
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1/ NAME :foso.hxx
1/
/I PROJECf : FOM
1/ DESCRIPTION :
/I DATE: 19-10-94
/I (c) MH
II
11- -

#ifndef FOSO HXX
#define FOSO~HXX

/I set to 0 if no debug printing of FOSOs is needed
#define PRINT_FOSO I

#include "objecl.hxx"
extern "C"
{

#include "se_api.h"
#include "string.h"

)
enurn FO_STATUS
(

RES_ALLOCATED=SEJIS_FOS_RES_ALLOCATED,
READY=SEJIS_FOS_READY,
EXECUTED=SEJIS_FOS_EXECUTED,
TERMINATED=SE liS FOS TERMINATED,
ABORTED=SEJIS=FOS_ABORTED,
EXECUTING=SEJIUOUXEClJrlNG,
INITIALIZING=SEJIS_FOSJNITIALIZING,
STOPPED--SEJIS_FOS_STOPPED,
STOPPING=SEJIS_FOS_STOPPING,
TERMINATING--SEJIS_FOS_TERMINATING,
INACflVE=SEJIS_FOSJNAcrIVE

);

enum FO_STATUS2
I

FS_OK = 0,
FSJNACfIVE = I,
FS_UNKNOWN = 3

};

typedef CS_ID FOSOJO;

class SIC
(

'.;:;;'""FrI::.:;:.. :Apr~.~·...:..·7.:.:19::.95::....1:..;;1::..;;O.B:.:.:l.:.:3.;:;;<A~·.····:.;;f..;.;"·;;.;;L;;;:.~L;::.::,;;.:;'Y-,"'~;.;:;;;:f::"'V'*';:;""""'::'.:ii;~~,c;':"'~;;';'·".;;;:2YYf=";;,;."·';"~';"*.::::·.-'";,.;..S'..;;..,;,;:.:::;.•.;........;:;;::#...!.• .;;.', --:_

char resource[MAXJD_NAME];
char creatc(MAXJD_NAMEj;
SIC sic;

#ifdef PRINT FOSO
char- 'PStatusO;

#Cndif

public:
/I FosoO;

Foso(char 'fo_name, FOSOJD id, long carg, char "Iarg, char 'creator);

SIC 'SicO I return &sic; )
FO_STATUS StatusO { return status; I
FO_STATUS OldStatusO { return old_stat; I
void Status(FO_STATUS slat) I old_stat = status; status = stal;}
void SetArgs( long count, char "args);
long GetArgCountO I return carguments; I
char "GetArgsO { return larguments; }
void Rcs(char '!Sce) I strcpy(resourcc, rsce); I
char 'ResO I return resource; I
void Crealor(char 'cr) I strcpy(create, cr); I
char 'Creator() I return create; I

#ifdef PRINT FOSO
void- PrinIO;

#Cndif

);

const int MAX FOSO = 1024;
const int MAX)OSO_32 = MAX_FOSO I 32;

const FOSOJD ID_ERR = -I;

class FosoList : public FM List
(

protected:
unsigned long freejd[MAX_FOSO_32];

public:
FosoListO;

FOSOJD NewIDO;
Foso 'FindRes(char 'resnarne);
Foso 'FindCrt(char 'clnarne);
Foso 'FindNextCrt(Foso 'begin, char 'clname);
int IsCreator(CSJD assocjd);
void Delcte(Foso 'foso);

);

public:
SICO;

unsigned long initjnvocejd,
execjnvocejd,
stopjnvocejd,
resumejnvocejd,
abonjnvocejd,
lermjnvocejd,
monUnvocejd;

);
#Cndif

class Foso : public FMObject
{

protected:
FO_STATUS status;
FO_STATUS old_Slat;
long carguments;
char "'arguments;
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" NAME :resource,hxx
II
II PROJECT : FOM
/I DESCRIPTION :
1/ DATE: 18,1Q.94
/I (c) MH
/I
1/=========

#ifndef RESOURCE HXX
#deline RESOURCE~HXX

#include "objecthxx·

enum RS_STATUS
I

RES_OK =0,
RES_FREE =I,
RES_ASSIGNED =2,
RES_UNKNOWN =J,
RES_NOT_FREE =4,
RES_DOWN =5

};

class Resource: public FMObjecl
{

protected:
RS_STATUS status;
unsigned long resjd;

public:
Resource(char 'name, CSJD id);
void Status(RS_STATUS st) I status = st; )
RS_STATUS StatusO { return status; I
void Down();

};

class ResourceList : public FMList
(

public:
Resource 'Update(char 'narne, CSJD assocjd);

);

#endif



====:============

#ioclude <os2.h>

I,·Fri Apr 7199511:08:f4qi:;f~~; ~~'j4'~f':":' g·I\,#,.JIt'rcf;'~f::;~.xc.o:;@i,Kc~r:~'rt:·"·;,1IIIII

/I NAME :main.hu
/I
/I PROJECT : FOM
/I DESCRlrrlON : Manager
1/ DATE: 18-10-94
/I (c) MH
1/
"'==-====
#ifndef MAIN HXX
#define MAIN~HXX

#ioclude "complal.hu"
#include "resource.hu"
#include "c1ienl.hxx"
#include "foso,hxx"
extern "CO
(

I

class Manager : public CommunicationPlatfonn
[

proleCted:
ResourceList
ClientList
FosoList

resJist;
cUist;
fosoJist;

public:
Manager{);
Manager{char ·name);

void Associatejnd( int assocjd,
char "name,
Initiale_relJ-Array "ireq);

void Associate_cnf( int assocjd,
Initiate_rsp_Array ·irsp);

void Indication( SCB &scb,
RequestData ·reqdat);

void Confirm( SCB &scb,
ResponseData ·rspdat);

void Concludejnd( int assocjd,
int werej3alling);

void Conclude_cof( int assocjd,
int rsp_status,
int aSlX_tag,
Cooclude_err ·errjnfo);

void Abortjnd( int assocjd,
int wasj_calling,
int locally..generated);

friend FosoList;
friend Resource;

I;

#endif



Appendix D

ApPENDIX D : FO EXECUTOR SERVICES

Function: Functional Operation Setup
If necessary sets-up the resource in order to prepare the execution of the FO. This
function is also used for the transfer of the FO occurrence specific data to the FO
Executor.

Function: FX_Setup
Parameter Names

Request
FO_Name
Arguments

Response
Positive

Status
Negative

Errocid

End Function

Code

(M)
(M)

(S)

(S)

Value

{x:FO_NAME}
{x:ListOfArgs}

OK

{x:ERROR_IDENTIFIER}

Function: Functional Operation Execute
Starts the execution of the current FO.

Function: FX_Execute
Parameter Names

Request

Response
Positive

Output
Status

Negative
Errocid

End Function

Code

(S)
(S)

(S)

Value

{x:ListOfResult}
OK

{x:ERROR_IDENTIFIER}
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Appendix D

Function: Functional Operation Stop
Suspends the execution of the current FO in a state from which it can be resumed
later.

Function: FX_Stop
Parameter Names

Request

Response
Positive

Status
Negative

Error_id

End Function

Code

(S)

(S)

Value

OK

{x:ERROR_IDENTIFIER}

Function: Functional Operation Resume
Resumes the previously suspended execution of the current FO.

Function: FX_Resume
Parameter Names
Request

Response
Positive

Status
Negative

Error_id

End Function

Code

(S)

(S)

Value

OK

{x:ERROR_IDENTIFIER}

Function: Functional Operation Terminate
Orderly terminates the execution of the current FO In a state defined by the
termination arguments

Function: FX_Terminate
Parameter Names

Request
Arguments

Response
Positive

Status
Negative

Error_id

End Function

Code

(0)

(S)

(S)

Value

any type

OK

{x:ERROR_IDENTIFIER}
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Function: Functional Operation Abort
Abruptly aborts the execution of the current FO.

Function: FX_Abort
Parameter Names

Request

Response
Positive

Status
Negative

Errocid

End Function

Code

(S)

(5)

Value

OK

{x:ERROR_IDENTIFIER}

Function: Functional Operation Executor Monitor
Monitor the FO Executor during exection of an FO

Function: FX_Monitor
Parameter Names
Request

Arguments
Response

Positive
Output

Negative
Error_id

End Function

Code

(M)

(5)

(5)

Value

{x:ListOfArgs}

{x:ListOfResult}

{x:ERROR_IDENTIFIER}

Function: Report from Functional Operation Executor
Unsolicited (status) report from the FO Executor

Function: ReporcFX
Parameter Names

Request
Arguments

Code

(M)

Value

{x:ListOfArgs}

This function is an unconfirmed service.

End Function
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ApPENDIX E : THE FO EXECUTOR

EI : The derived FORSAL-commands.
E2 : EBNF of used FORSAL.
E3 : Communication Driver.
E4 : Translator.
E5 : Interpreter.
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E 1 : The derived FORSAL-commands.

CreatePrgInv
DelPrglnv
DownloadSegment
GetPrglnvAttr
Identify
InfoReport
Kill
Read
Reset
Resume
Start
Stop
Write

Create a program invocation
Delete a program invocation
Download a segment
Get program invocation attributes
Ask to sent identification info
Ask for information report
Kill a program
Read an object
Reset a program
Resume a program
Start a program
Stop a program
Write to an object
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E2 : EBNF of used FORSAL

PROG -> [DEFS] BLOCK { BLOCK} eofsym
DEFS -> "typedef' [DEF { ";" DEF } ] "end"
DEF -> ID "def' TYPE

-> ill "const" TYPE ":" DENOT
BLOCK -> "block" ID "(" DECLS ")" ["var" DECLS "end"] STATS "end"
STATS -> STAT { ";" STAT}
ARGS -> ARG { "," ARG}
ARG -> EXPR
STAT -> "skip"

-> VAR ":" EXPR
-> "if' EXPR "then" STATS RESTIF
-> "while" EXPR "do" STATS "end"
-> FUNC "(" [ARGS] ")"

RESTIF -> "end"
-> "else" STATS "end"

EXPR -> EX}
EXi -> EXi+} { OPi EXi+} }
EX6 -> OP6 EX6

-> EX?
EX? -> DENOT

-> VAR
-> "(" EX} ")"

DENOT -> NUMBER
-> CHAR
-> STRING
-> FLOAT

VAR -> ill { "." ID } [ "[" NUMBER I CONST "]" ]
TYPE -> STYPE

-> "array" "of' TYPE
-> "pointer" "to" TYPE

STYPE -> ID
-> "string" [NUMBER ICaNST]
-> "struct" DECLS "end"
-> "union" DECLS "end"

DECLS -> DECL { ";" DECL}
DECL -> ID: TYPE
FUNC -> "CreatePrgInv"

-> "DeIPrgInv"
-> "DownloadSegment"
-> "GetPrgInvAttr"
-> "Identify"
-> "InfoReport"
-> "Kill"
-> "Read"
-> "Reset"
-> "Resume"
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-> "Start"
-> "Stop"
-> "Write"

-> "ReturnPos"
-> "ReturnNeg"

-> "IS_New"
-> "IS_Open"
-> "IS_Delete"
-> "IS_Write"
-> "IS_Append"
-> "IS_Read"

1
2
3
4
5
6

OPi
or
and
<, <=, >, >=, =, !=
+ -,
*, I, diY, mod
-, not, !
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===- =====

Fri Apr 71995 11:09:,1;8':,10 ,,:;P;:~*,,'lItW':' /~~J.~ i<;,,-'j0~"y!.\>~ . .,. ,,\7':". i _

/I NAME :commdriv,hxx
/I
II PROJECT : FOX
/I DESCRIPrION : CommunicationDriver
/I DATE: 02-02-05
/I (c) 1995
/I
11-

#ifndef COMMDRIV_HXX
#define COMMDRIV_HXX

class ErrorReport
{

protected:
int ErrNr,
char "ErrStr,

public:
ErrorReport(int nr, char "str); /I reserve memory for ErrStr
-ErrorReportO;
int Nr() { relurn ErrNr, )
char "StrO { return ErrStr; }

I;

class ExErrorReport : public ErrorReport
(

prolected:
void "Extension;

public:
ExErrorReport(int or, char "Sir, void "exl);
-ExErrorReportO;
void "ExtO { return Extension; I

};

class CommunicationDriver
{

protected:
ResourceHandler "ResHandler;

public:
CommunicationDriver(Execulor "exec);
-CommunicationDriver();

inl Connect(char "narne, char *remotename, ErrorReport "err);
int Disconnecl(ErrorReport "err);
int Check(ExErrorReport "err);
inl Request(ErrorReport "err);
int Response(ErrorReport "err);
int Indication(ErrorRepori "err);
inl Confinn(ErrorReport "err);

I;

#endif



/I NAME :lrans.hxx
/I
/I PROJECf : FOX
II DESCRIPflON : Translator
II DATE: 02-D2-95
/I (c) 1995
/I
/1-

#ifndef TRANS_HXX
#define TRANS_HXX

class Translator
{

protected:
CommunicalionDriver "commdriv;

public:
Trans/aloI{EAecuror 'cAec);
-Tran slalor();
inl Execule(char 'name, VarBagList "vbl, ErrorRepon "err);
inl Check(ExErrorReport "err);
inl Stop(long nags, ErrorRepon 'err);

J;

#endif



#include <os2.h>

Fri Apr 7199511:11:

/I NAME :fx.hxx
1/
1/ PROJECT : FOX
1/ DESCRIPTION : FO Executor
1/ DATE: 11-11-94
1/ (c) MH
1/
1/===

#ifndef FX_HXX
Hdefine FX_HXX

I/#include "cornplal.hxx"
I/#include "handler.hu·

exlern "C"
I

I

========

lt Fr1_Ap:..r ,.1...;.:~"'..99S__..o:::l1_1-.:;:1:....i1:22-'.:......j"...;;f~...;;: :~:fY ~'...;;.!~;.;:,;.;::::;. •...;.:i·i · ·' i.:....::lt:.....:....·~2_ ,:....~ : __/;o:;t!z ' *'·;· ~I'-- ---"-.......JIIEIII
void Indication( SCB &scb.

RequestData 'reqdat);
void Confirm( SCB &scb.

ResponseData 'rspdat);
void Concludejnd( Int assocjd.

int werej_calling);
void Conclude_cnr( int assocjd.

int rsp_slatus.
int aslJuag.
Conclude_err 'errjnfo);

void Abonjnd{ inl assocjd.
int wasj_calling.
int locally..,generaled);

friend Inlerprctor:
friend CommunicationDriver;

I;
#endif

lypedef sltUcl
{

unsigned long

\IIUIC;

iniUnvocejd.
execjnvocejd.
slopjnvocejd.
resumejnvocejd.
abonjnvocejd.
term invoce id.
rnon[invocejd;

class Executor : public CommunicationPlalform
{

protecled:
CPJD
ManagerHandler
SloreHandler
ResourceHandler
int
IIUIC

AssocHandler

ForniD. IslD. ReslD;
*ManHandler;
·StrHandler;
*ResHandler;
state;
sic;

*GeIHandlerKPJD idj;

public:
Executor();
Execulor(char ·narne);

void CheckO; II check for messages

StoreHandler 'PSlore() r return StrHandler;)
CPJD ManagerlD() ( return FomlD; I
CPJD StorelD() { return IslD; I
CPJD ResourcelDO ( return ReslD; I

liS_SIC 'SicO { return &sic; }
inl Slale() I relurn slale; I
void Slale(inl Sl) I slate =sl; I
CP_ID 'PFomID() I return &FomID:1
CP_ID 'PlsID() I relurn &lslD; I
CPJD 'PReslD() I return &ReslD; I

void Associatejnd{ inl assocjd.
char 'name,
Initiate_Iell-Array 'ireq);

void Associale_cnf( int assocjd.
Initiate_~p_Array 'irsp);
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ApPENDIX F : AN FO-SCRIPT
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/* This is the FO script of GetObject */
typedef
/* MMS defenitions */

SE_MMS_OPCODE_BYTES canst short =20;
RUNNING canst short =1;
REUSABLE canst short =1;
NOT_REUSABLE canst short =0;
MONITOR canst short =1;
PERMANENT canst short =1;
NOT canst short =0;

SE_MMS_TYPE_BOOLEAN canst short = 3;
SE_MMS_TYPE_INTEGER canst short =5;
SE_MMS_TYPE_UNSIGNED canst short =6;
SE_MMS_TYPE_VISIBLE canst short =10;

SE_MMS_VACC_L1STOF_VARS canst short =0;
SE_MMS_VACC_NAMED_L1ST canst short = 1;

SE_MMS_SCOPE_VMD canst short =0;
SE_MMS_SCOPE_DOMAIN canst short =1;
SE_MMS_SCOPE_AA canst short =2;

NULL canst long =0;

SE_MMS_Data def struct
Tag: short;
u : union

Boolean: short;
Integer: long;
Unsigned: long;
Visable : string 0;

end;
end;

SE_MMS_AccResult def struct
Ok : short;
u : union

DataAccError : short;
Data : SE_MMS_Data;
end;

end:

SE_MMS_Rejectlnfo del struct
Type : short;
Code : short;

end;

SE_MMS_ObjectName def struct
Scope : short;
Domain : string;
Item : string;

end;

SE_MMS_ServiceError def struct
ErrorClass : short;
ErrorCode : short;
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AddCodePres : short:
AddCode : long;
AddDescription : string;
ServiceSpeclnfTag : short;
u : union

IntTypeError : long;
DefEvtEnroll : SE_MMS_ObjectName;
end;

end;

SE_MMS_ConcludeError def struct
ServiceError : SE_MMS_ServiceError;
Rejectlnfo : SE_MMS_Rejectlnfo;

end;

SE_MMS_VarExtSpec def struct
Tag: short;
u : union

Name: SE_MMS_ObjectName;
end;

AltAccessPres : short
end;

SE_MMS_ListOfVars def struct
CVarExtSpec : long;
LVarExtSpec : array of SE_MMS_VarExtSpec

end;

SE_MMS_ExeArg def struct
Coded : short;
u : union

Simple : string;
end;

end;

SE_MMS_VarAccSpec def struct
Tag: short;
u : union

ListOfVars : SE_MMS_ListOfVars;
VarListName : SE_MMS_ObjectName;

end;
end;

SE_MMS_VarSpec def struct
Tag: short;
u: union

Name: SE_MMS_ObjectName;
end;

end;

SE_MMS_WriteResult def struct
Ok : short;
DataAccError : short;

end;

SE_MMScore_lnitiateDetail def struct
Version: short;
ParameterCBB : long;
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ServicesSupp : SE_MMS_ssl;
end;

SE_MMSrsp_ldentify def struct
Vendor: string;
Model: string;
Revision: string;

end;

/* other definitions */

V_P1 const short = 0;
V_P2 const short = 1;
V_PX canst short = 2;
V_PY const short =3;
V_PZ const short =4;

_NOT canst short = -1;

Info def struct
X: short;
Y: short;
Z: short;
Height: short;
getangle1 : short;
getangle2 : short;

end;

ResReport def struct
error: string;
X: string;
Y: string;
z: string;
Angle1 : string;
Angle2 : string;

end;

Reportlnfo def struct
CArg : short;
LArg : array of string;

end;

MonitorResult def struct
Var1 : short;
Var2 : short;
Var3 : short;

end;

Control def struct
Clamp: short;

end;

POSITION const short =1;
CLOSE const short =1;
NOT_SUPPORTED const short = 1234;

SE_IISreCLFX_Setup del struct
Name: string;
CArg: long;
LArg : array of string;
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end;

SE_IISreq_FX_Terminate def struct
CArg: long;
LArg : array of string;

end;

SE_IISrsp_FX_Execute def struct
CResult : long;
LResult : array of string;

end;

SE_IISreq_FX_Report def struct
CData : long;
LData : array of string;

end;

SE_IISrsp_FX_Monitor def struct
CData : long;
LData : array of string;

end;

end

var
ArmControl : Control;
objectinfo : Info;

end;

block FO_Setup(in : SE_IISreq_FX_Setup)
var

domain: array of string;
exearg : SE_MMS_ExeArg;
vas: SE_MMS_VarAccSpec;
data: array of SE_MMS_Data;
iret : SE_MMSrsp_ldentify;

ret: short;
end;

Identify(iret);

domain[O] = lldomain1 ";
domain[1] = "domain2";
CreatePrglnv("program1", 2. domain, 1.0,0, ret);

exearg.Coded =0;
exearg.u.Simple = llARG1 ARG2 ARG3 ARG411 ;
Startrprogram1 11 , 1, exearg, ret);

Stop(lprogram1", ret);

Resume("program1", 0, NULL, ret);

Reset("program111, ret);

Kill("program1 ", ret);

DeIPrglnv("program1", ret);
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vas.Tag =SE_MMS_VACC_L1STOF_VARS;
vas.u.ListOfVars.CVarExtSpec =1;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].Tag = SE_MMS_VSPEC_NAME;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].u.Name.Scope = SE_MMS_SCOPE_DOMAIN;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].u.Name.Domain ="domain1";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O).u.Name.ltem = "variable1";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].AltAccessPres = 0;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1].Tag =SE_MMS_VSPEC_NAME;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1].u.Name.Scope = SE_MMS_SCOPE_DOMAIN;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1 ).u.Name.Domain ="domain1";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1 ].u.Name.ltem = "variable2";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1 ].AltAccessPres = 0;

Read(O, vas, ret);

data[O].Tag =SE_MMS_TYPE_INTEGER;
data[O].u.lnteger =234;
data[1].Tag:::: SE_MMS_TYPE_UNSIGNED;
data[1].u.Unsigned = 567;

Write(vas, 1, data);

if ret == 1 then
RetumPosO;

else
ReturnNegO:

end;
end;

block FO_Execute()
var

out: SE_IISrsp_FX_Execute;
vas: SE_MMS_VarAccSpec;
data: array of SE_MMS_Data;
exearg : SE_MMS_ExeArg;
ret: short;

end;

vas.Tag =SE_MMS_VACC_L1STOF_VARS;
vas.u.ListOfVars.CVarExtSpec =1;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].Tag = SE_MMS_VSPEC_NAME;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].u.Name.Scope =SE_MMS_SCOPE_DOMAIN;
vas.u.ListONars.LVarExtSpec[O].u.Name.Domain = "control";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].u.Name.ltem = "angle 1";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].AltAccessPres:::: 0;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1 ].Tag = SE_MMS_VSPEC_NAME;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1 ].u.Name.Scope =SE_MMS_SCOPE_DOMAIN;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1 ).u.Name.Domain = ·control";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1 ].u.Name.ltem = "angle 2";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1).AltAccessPres = 0;

data[O].Tag:::: SE_MMS_TYPE_INTEGER;
data[O].u.lnteger = objectinfo.getangle1;
data[1].Tag = SE_MMS_TYPE_INTEGER;
data[1].u.lnteger =objectinfo.getangle2;

Write(vas, 1, data);

exearg.Coded =0;
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exearg.u.Simple ="ARGS";
Start("SetArm", 1, exearg, ret);

vas.Tag = SE_MMS_VACC_L1STOF_VARS;
vas.u.ListOfVars.CVarExtSpec = 1;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O).Tag =SE_MMS_VSPEC_NAME;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].u.Name.Scope =SE_MMS_SCOPE_DOMAIN;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O).u.Name.Domain = "control";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O).u.Name.ltem = "x";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[O].AltAccessPres = 0;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[l ].Tag = SE_MMS_VSPEC_NAME;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[l ].u.Name.Scope =SE_MMS_SCOPE_DOMAIN;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[l ).u.Name.Domain = "control";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1).u.Name.ltem = "y";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[1 ).AltAccessPres =0;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[2).Tag =SE_MMS_VSPEC_NAME;
vas. u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[2].u.Name.Scope =SE_MMS_SCOPE_DOMAIN;
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[2).u.Name.Domain = "control";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[2].u.Name.ltem = "z";
vas.u.ListOfVars.LVarExtSpec[2].AltAccessPres =0;

data[O].Tag = SE_MMS_TYPE_INTEGER;
data[O].u.lnteger =objectinfo.X;
data[1].Tag = SE_MMS_TYPE_INTEGER;
data[l).u.lnteger = objectinfo.Y;
data[2].Tag = SE_MMS_TYPE_INTEGER;
data[2].u.lnteger =objectinfo.Z - objectinfo.Height;

Write(vas, 1, data);
Start("MovePrg", 0, NULL, ret);

/* Write(V_PX, _NOT);
Write(V_PY, _NOT);
Write(V_PZ, objectinfo.l); of

Start("MovePrg", 0, NULL, ret);

/* Write(ArmControI.Clamp, 1); of

/* Write(V_PX, _NOT);
Write(V_PY, _NOT);
Write(V_PZ, objectinfo.Z - 1); of

Start("MovePrg", 0, NULL, ret);

out.CResult = 1;
out.LResult[O] =tostring V_PX;

RetumPos(out);
end;

block FO_Terminate( in : SE_IISreq_FX_Terminate)
var

Y: short;
CL: short;

end
StopO;

r Read(ArmControI.Clamp, CL);
if CL == CLOSE then

Write(ArmControl.Clamp, 0);
end;
Write(V_PX, 0);
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Write(V_PZ. 0);
Start(IMovePrg");

-/
ReturnPos();

end;

block FO_Abort( )
var

Y : short;
CL: short;

end
Stop();

r Read(ArmControI.Clamp, CL);
if CL == CLOSE then

Write(ArmControI.Clamp. 0);
end;
Write(V_PX,O);
Write(V_PZ, 0);
Start(IMovePrg");

*/
ReturnPos();

end;

block FO_Stop( )
ReturnNeg(NOT_SUPPORTED);

end;

block FO_Resume( )
ReturnNeg(NOT_SUPPORTED);

end;

block FO_Monitor(what : short)
var

Result: MonitorResult;
out: SE_IISrsp_FX_Monitor;

end;

r if what == POSITION then
Read(V_PX, Result.Var1);
Read(V_PY. Result.Var2);
Read(V_PZ, Result.Var3);

else
Read(V_P1, Result.Var1);
Read(V_P2, Result.Var2);

end;
*/

ReturnPos(Result);

end;

block FO_Report(what : ResReport)
var

Result: Reportlnfo;
out: SE_IISreq_FX_Report;

end

ResulLCArg =6;
Result.LArg[O] =what.error;
Result.LArg[1] = what.X;
Result.LArg[2] =what.Y;
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Result.LArg[3] ::: what.Z;
Result.LArg[4]::: what.Angle1;
Result.LArg[5] ::: what.Angle2;

ReturnPos(Resutt);
end
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ApPENDIX G: A TEST RESOURCE

To reduce the size of this report the source code of this test resource has been moved
to the disk accompanying this report. On the disk also is an executable for the OS/2
operating system using the SE-program of IPK version 1.03b.
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